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Confusion Still Surrounds State's New Sticker Law
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Insurance Commissioner Harold
McGuffey is ready to order automobile
stickers for 1900 as soon as a legislative
committee resolves the question of
whether they are to go on the front or
rear wincishelds of vehicles.
Although. the new law specifies the
stickers are to be placed on the left rear
window, McGuffey had instructed the
manufacturers to notify policyholders
they go in front for the coming year.
He was criticized by legislators for
violating the General Assembly's in-
tent. The situation now is that the
stickers — showing proof the owner has
liability coverage — may go on either
window.
"The distributors want me to approve
the 1980 stickers, but I'm holding off
until Sept. 21 when the (interim)
Banking and Insurance Committee has
invited me to explain things,"
McGuffey said Monday in an interview.
Hundreds of thousands of the first
batch of stickers instructed users to put
them on the front windshield, and
McGuffey said it would cost hundreds
of thousands of dollars to arrange for
new stickers specifying the rear win-
dow.
All the stickers are supposed to be in
the hands of vehicle owners by Friday,
but the commissioner said a minority
will not have them in time because two
companies have made computer errors
or have misplaced material.
However, he said, there is a 30-day
race period and in addition no
policyholder will be penalized for a
good faith effort to obtain stickers.
Some proof that liability insurance is
carried will be adequate, McGuffey
said.
The sticker bill, enacted by the 1978
Legislature after it eliminated com-
pulsory vehicle inspection, is aimed at
tightening enforcement of the state
requirement that all vehicle owners
carry liability insurance.
An estimated 30 percent or more
drivers do not do so, and McGuffey said
this proportion would be "drastically
reduced" if enforcement is strict.
Meantime, McGuffey was advised by
the attorney general's office that he has
no power to exempt certain insurance
agents from the provisions of a new law
requiring a certain number of hours of
class and a fixed bond.
The Banking and Insurance Com-
mittee told McGuffey that the
Legislature had intended to exempt
agents writing mortgage redemption
term life insurance or crop hail in-
surance.
It passed a resolution asking the
commissioner to qualify such agents as
exempt through a regulation, but
Assistant Attorney General Joseph
Johnson said McGuffey cannot do so
legally.
"The commissioner may not extend
any law of this state through an ad-
ministrative regulation," Johnson said.
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CHECKS CONTROLS — Ronnie Barnett with Calloway County Fite and Rescue Squad checks the controls on a 10
kilowatt emergency power generator the squad has. The generator has the capability of producing electricity to run
emergency power equipment in times of disaster.
Power Generator Beefs Up
Squad's Emergency Potential
By DAVID HOPKINS
A devastating tornado hits Calloway
County. In its wake it knocks out all
electrical power locally, destroys
property and leaves hundreds dead and
injured.
Should such a disaster occur, where
does the county get vital electrical
power needed in the critical time
following the tornado to operate
emergency equipment?
Calloway County Fire and Rescue
Squad is in possession of two gas-
powered generators capable of
generating enough emergency electric
power to run almost any combination of
emergency equipment should the need
arise.
The Rescue Squad has a 10 kilowatt
generator that has the capacity to
generate enough power to run an
emergency field hospital and radio
equipment for the Rescue Squad and
the ambulance service.
The squad also has a 1500 watt
generator which could also furnish
power to run lights and radios for the
squad and ambulance service.
The 10 kilowatt generator was ob-
tained from excess military properties
in Lexington late last year.
Squad personnel have made several
improvements on the 10 KW generator
to help meet any emergencies that
might arise requiring electric power.
The generator is capable of producing
120 to 240 volts of electricity and 206
volt, three-phase operations for an
extended period of time.
The 10 KW generator has four 500
watt, stationary flood lights on the
generator and one 300 Watt portable
flood light. It also has two 240 volt
outlets and six 120 volt outlets for
connecting various electrical ap-
pliance.
Both generators are completely
portable and can be moved into place
and into operation in a matter of
minutes. The 10 KW generator can be
connected to a large capacity, gas tank
for continuous operation for an in-
definite period of time.
Both generators are checked on a
regular basis to assure they will
operate efficiently should an
emergency situation, such as the one
described, requiring electrical power
arise.
West Kentucky County Officials
.Send Resolutions To Gov.Carroll
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Western Kentucky county officials
recently met to draw up three
resolutions to send to Gov. Julian
Carroll. These resolutions concerned
forestry officers, sheriff succession and
the new court system.
The officials, representing the eight
counties of the Jackson Purchase and
- seven Counties from -the Pennyrile,
discussed problems local governments
are experiencing with the state.
According to Marshall County Judge-
Executive Mike Miller, the meeting
was held for local governments to air
their feelings on several matters
concerning them in hope that a solution
could ee reached.
Miller said that the state has issued a
new directive requiring county forest
rangers to work eight hours a day at the
tree nursery at Kentucky Dam. The
directive further requires the rangers
to be on call at night.
Miller said, We feel that the state is
not utilizing the men in the capacity for
which they were hired. With the ap-
proach of fire season and the rangers
being away from their counties, this
could present problems."
The group also went on record as
favoring sheriffs succeeding them-
selves. Present state law limits sheriffs
to one term.
"As the law stand nows," Miller
explained, "a sheriff is a lame duck
from the first day he takes office. We do
not feel that it is fair to penalize a man
if he has done a good job."
The third resolution dealt with
problems the counties are having with
the new court system. Miller pointed
out that all of the counties represented
appeared to be having problems with
the court rental space and the base
court revenue, the money that counties
get back from their fines.
Joe *hnson, administrative
assistant to Calloway County Judge-
Executive Robert 0. Miller,
represented Calloway County at the
meeting which was held Thursday at
Kenbar Inn.
Marshall County Judge-Executive
Miller said that the local officials have
planned another meeting for Sep-
tember in either Marshall or Trigg
counties and that they invite all
gubernatorial candidates to meet with
them.
League Of Women Voters Assist
In Comprehensive Study Of TVA
The Murray-Calloway County League
of Women Voters is joining leagues
from seven states in the Tennessee
Valley in a comprehensive study of the
Tennessee Valley Authority. The group,
which has taken the title of the Ten-
nessee Valley Inter-League Council
( TVILC), intends to publish a citizen's
guide to the TVA.
Anita Lawson, vice president of the
Murray-Calloway County League, is a
member of the steering committee of
the TVILC. She attended the
organizational meeting of the council in
Nashville on June 23-24.
Lawson and her committee from the
local league, Barbara Kjosa, Sallie Guy
and Sue Vandergrift, will coordinate
local research for the citizen's guide.
"Finding safe and abundant energy
sources is one of the major challenges
of our time," Lawson said. "TVA is a
federal agency that will not only be
making energy policy but will actually
put that policy into practice — right
Inflaii-on-figures For July HoleGood' News
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government had the first good news for
inflation-weary Americans in months
today, reporting that consumer prices
were held to an 0.5 percent increase in
July as grocery prices declined for the
first time in a year.
The July increase compared with
price gains of 0.9 percent in each of the
previous three months and was the
smallest rise since a 0.4 percent gain
last December.
The Labor Department attributed the
Improvement to an 0.4 percent decline
in grocery prices, the first drop since
July 1977, and an 0.6 percent drop the
price of clothing, particularly for
women and girls.
While the price report was a welcome
development for consumers, it also
should give support to the troubled U. S.
dollar on world money markets, where
the currency's value has declined
because of inflation and the nation's
trade deficit.
The Commerce Department planned
to release the July figures on the
nation's trade performance later today.
It was expected to show a smaller
deficit than in previous months,
another good sign for the dollar.
The Labor Department said its
Consumer Price Index in July stood at
196.7 of the 1967 average of 100. This
means that goods priced at $100 11
years ago had increased in price to
;196.70 last month.
The July increase of 0.5 percent, if
continued for an entire year, would
result in a 12-month inflation of 6
percent. The annual rate of the price
inflation in the three previous months
was 10.7 percent.
The total increase in consumer
prices since January has been 5.4
percent, compared with an increase
during all of last year of 6.9 percent.
The Carter administration now hopes to
hold inflation to an 8 percent increase
during all of this year. It had set a 6.1
percent target at the start of this year.
The decline in grocery prices of 0.4
percent in July compared with average
monthly increases of 1.6 percent during
the first six months of the year.
The Labor Department said lower
prices for meats were the chief reason
for the decline. It said beef prices were
down 2.2 percent following eight con-
secutive months of large increases and
pork prices for fresh vegetables, eggs
and coffee.
While the' situation improved for
consumers who ate at home, there was
a continued worsening in prices at
restaurants, where charges rose 0.8
percent, about the same as in previousl
months.
The price of housing, including
household services and furnishings,
increased 0.8 percent in July. Tran-
sportation costs rose by 0.7 percent.
Postal Service, Unions Go Back To Tables
WA.SHINGTON A1:1 1 -- The Postal
Service and union negotiators are going
back to the bargaining table under a
delicately crafted agreement that
removes the threat of a nationwide mail
strike for at least two weeks.
"The nation can now be assured it
and three unions will resume collective
bargaining for 15 days under the
auspices of a federal mediator, who will
arbitrate any unresolved issues by the
end of that period.
Both sides made concessions for their
gains. Union leaders Won further
will continue tu-enioy zniniessupied--•-•bergeirrinron.tier -teed- the-terr--
mail service," said Postmaster tative contract that their -rank and file
General William Bolger after the had rejected. earlier, at the test of
comproiniiie was reached on Monday. possible binding arbitration.
Under the accord, the Postal Service The Postal Service conceded
reopening the bargaining, but won the
element of arbitration and avoided - at
least for now - what one government
source said would have been "a very
messy situation."
While the agreement appears to
make a strike less liklyjt cken_ot
r ule-0,CA psaullle ivieri by %noise
members of any.future contract. Nor
would it guarantee there would be no,
wildcat walkouts In the event of a '-
mediated settlement.
The agreement came six hours before
one union was expected to go on strike
unless contract talks were resumed. •
The strike, expected at midnight
Monday, would have been illegal.
DuSaturday,„a federal judge issued a
restraining order prohibiting any work
stoppage or slowdown.
- 'Phi Postal .Service had been
preparing contingency plans for a
strike
here in the Tennessee Valley.
"We want residents of the valley to
understand better the impact of the
TVA on their lives and the ways that
consumers can influence TVA
decisions," Lawson explained.
The TVILC will also research specific
TVA issues and provide local residents
with information about them.
-Many local residents are concerned
about the rate increases that have been
announced for Oct. 1," Lawson said.
The TVILC is presently studying the
1'VA position. A representative from
the TVILC will appear at the hearings
in Nashville the week of Aug. 28."
This TVILC representative will
question the rushed timetable in which
the decision was announced only a week
before the hearings were scheduled.
She will also ask about the long-range
planning procedures of the TVA and
suggest that a more active con-
servation policy might hold down rates.
The TVILC is made up of 33 local and
state leagues in Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina,
Tennessee and Virginia.
The Murray-Calloway County League
of Women Voters invites the par-
ticipation of all concerned citizens in
this study. Anyone with information,
questions or suggestions may call Anita
Lawson at 753-4020 or contact any local
league member.
Child Serious After Accident
The child of a county couple is in
serious condition at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, today with head
injuries sustained in a single car ac-
cident Monday evening that also sent
her mother and father to the hospital.
According to a spokesman for the
hospital, 10-month-old Carla Colson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ray
Colson, Murray, is in serious condition
at the hospital with head injuries. The
child is in the intensive care unit of the
hospital, the spokesman said.
Colson, 26, is in Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in stable condition with
fractured ribs and internal injuries
inside today
while the child's mother, Caroline
Colson, also 26, was expected to be
dismissed at the Murray Hospital
today. According to a spokesman, she
sustained fractures and a light con-
cussion.
According to Kentucky State Police,
Colson and his wife were on their way to
Murray to see a physician Monday
evening when the driver of the car
apparently lost control. The vehicle hit
an embankment, causing it to roll a
number of times. The accident hap-
pened on the Old Murray-Paris Road '
about 9:10 p.m. Monday, the state
police spokesman said.
One Section —12 Pages
A Missouri woman visiting the Murray State
University campus recently learned the old geometry
formula about the shortest line between two points still
holds true, writes M. C. Garrott. The columnist writes
about the woman and what happened to her in today's
Garrott's Galley, Page 4.
scattered
showers
Mostly cloudy with scattered
showers and thunderstorms
today. Highs in the mid to upper
80s. Cloudy with occasional rain
and possible a few thunderstorms
tonight and Wednesday. Lows
tonight-in the_ueger 60s. Highs
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Welcome Back Murray State University Students
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By Abigail Van Buren
Is It Love Or
Lonesomeness?
DEAR ABBY: I'm sitting here in the county jail and I
have a problem I need help with. Since I've been here I have
fallen in lose with a wbnderful guy who is locked up on the
floor below me. We have been talking through a crack in the
floor. and have really gotten to know each other very well.
We went to the same high school together. but we never
dated.
We did a lot of talking back and forth, and he wants to
marry me when we get out. Do you think its really love, or
are we just lonesome? I am nearly 20. and he is the same
age. I could sure use some good advice, so please answer
soon.
IN LOVE AND IN JAIL
DEAR IN: Being locked up and lonely can distort one's
thinking, so don't make any decisions until you are free.
Get to know each other better, and then decide whether
you want to marry. "I do" is a two-word sentence—for life!
- DEAR ABBY: I am a faithful reader of your column, and I
kept hoping to come across a problem similar to mine from
one of your readers, but so far no one has dared to declare
himself.
I know I need help. but I don't know how to get it without
:incriminating myself. I am a shoplifter. I have been shoplift-
ing for a long time, but it just dawned on me that I am doing
4erong and I must stop myself before I get caught and
'disgrace myself and my family.
•• I am a woman in my late 50s. I have a wonderful husband
nd family, all the money I need, plus charge accounts in all
the best stores.
Most of the things I take I neither need nor want.
Please direct me to the right place for help.
CAN'T SIGN:
DEAR CAN'T Your problem is a medically recognised
illness. Ask our family physician to recommend a
psychiatrist or psychologist. And don't delay treatment out
of shame. Your problem is not as uncommon as you might
think.
DEAR PET OWNERS: With summet here, please do not
take your pet along for the ride and lep4e him locked in a
parked car while you do errands ,.ndjfIopping.
hen the temperature is 85 degrees outside, the
temperature inside a parked car leven with the windows
slightly open) will reach 102 degrees within 10 minutes. And
in 30 minutes it will reach 120 degrees!
The normal body temperature of a dog is approximately
102 degrees, and it can withstand approximately 108
degrees for • very short time before suffering irreparable
brain damage or death.
So the next time you're tempted to take your dog along
for the ride on a hot summer day, if you must leave him lock-
ed in a parked car — leave him home!
P.S: My pet consultant says, "NEVER park a car in the
sun—even with the windows open—if • pet is inside.'
Are year problems tee heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For. personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69700, Loa Angeles, Calif: 90069. Endow a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
ee arpone !or
FAlit LAMPS TRAVEL NEMO
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL TOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. II!!!imrmi
No Charge by es.
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Tues All Seats 81.25
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Miss Diana Lynn Morgan
and James Chavis, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Morgan of Mayfield Route Five
announce the approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Diana Lynn, to James Chavis, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Chavis of Murray Route Seven.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Sept. 16, at three-,
p.m. at Miller's Chapel Church in Graves County. A
reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the




Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Elkins, 319 South 13th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Angela Marie,
weighing six pounds five
ounces, me+suring 19k.
inches, born on Wednesday,
Aug. 23, at 10:02 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed
with Stroemaker Seed
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Andy C. Elkins of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Wilson of Murray
Route Five. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Stokley Mathis of Hardin
and Mrs. J. B. Hurt and
Mrs. A. J. Wilson of Murray
Route Five.
BEAR GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Bear
of Murray Route Five are
the parents of a baby girl,
Bonnie Leigh, weighing nine
pounds one ounce,
measuring 22tz inches, born
on Saturday, Aug. 12, at 1:17
p.m. at the-Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is coor-
dinator for Pic, N Pay Shoes
out of North Carolina.
Grandpardents are Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Bear of
Dixon, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Cunningham of
Murray Route Five.
Landmark Removed By Fire
At Old Montgomery Farm
By ESTELLE ,SPICEIAND
August 17, 1978
Schools will again be in
session by the time this is
printed. Though I adjoin the
Concord School ground
which at this season once
teemed with happy boys and
girls, now the school
building stands as a silent,
ghostly reminder of days
and faces, many forever
gone.
A landmark was removed
from this community during
a recent thunderstorm when
lightning apparently struck
the big old Montgomery
farm house and burned it to
the ground.
This house near old
Waters school house had
been the home of a late
teacher, Guy Montgomery,
•••••••tvw:/••••••• .•  
• • 
••
then for the past eighteen
years was owned by another
teacher, Linos Spiceland,
who sold it just last year
before his death to Danny
Pittman and Grundy
Falwell.
An epitaph to such old
homes should read: "Well
done thou good and faithful
servant," for its owners had
enjoyed the quiet peace and
contentment found on that
farm with its wooded hills,
fertile fields, green pastures,
and babbling brook.
Mary Montgomery, the
last of her family, still lives
near New Concord. Old
friends, Mrs. Moela Smith
and Mrs. Maud Jones, and
many others, visit her.
Kelley Smith who lives a
month around with his three
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Fraikes Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 30, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be7 To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
sign(
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA





Apr. 21 to May 21)
Time to get your mind off
current problems. Con-
sideration for loved ones may
help you solve them.
GEMINI
May n to June 21) n
Don't over-react to the
feeling of pressure being put
on you. You know you can
handle it.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) 43
Interruption of routine can
be upsetting, but the changes
may be all for the good. Be
tolerant toward others in
LEO • 12(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4
A fine day for recreation,
particularly in sports that you
enjoy. Otherwise being a
spectator works out well.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept 23 OP%ii
Suspicion can damage a
relationship with someone
close. You should be more
trusting and give the person
the benefit of the doubt
LIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)An.
The opportunity to referee a
dispute should be avoided.









Oct 24 to Nov. 221 /Ler"
Financially, things should
be looking up, but examine
money schemes with care
before deciding to cash in. A
mild gamble might pay off.
SAGMARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 )1(4)
You have had more
rewarding days than this, but
relax. Relief is only 24 hours
away.
CAPRICORN ipe
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vJ
This is a day to use your
talent -for smoothing-trdng's
over, either at home or in a
social situation. Others will be
grateful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Time to stop procrastinating
and get to work on that project
you have had in mind for some
time. It should prove prac-
tical.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Concentrate on one thing at
a time rather than spreading
yourself thin, That is the way
to turn this into a day of ac-
complishment
YOU BORN TODAY are
especially admired by others
for your sense of confidence
and general good humor.
Virgoana tend to be trend
setters and are particularly
suited to government or in-
ternational relations. Fond of
travel, you also love home
The only time you are
flustered is when someone
puts you on the defensive. Try
to remember that critics have
their faults, too.
daughters is at the Edward
Hendons now, so can sit
afternoons on his own porch
in Concord perhaps.
There are, _many unsung
heroes around. One of -them
is Loman Bailey who sala
on his invalid wife at home
near here, gardens, and
keeps house.
A group of former Land
Between the Lakes people
returned to the old
Jamerson Cemetery near the
former Acree place recently
to work together to clean the
cemetery.
Some ate lunch in the old
Spiceland yard where the
old house stands in
dilapidation. I could not
have swallowed food there,
remembering days when a
big family enjoyed a freezer
of homemade ice cream
under the trees. But each
generation ' must have
memories which bless, and




Sulphur Spring Church in
Concord appreciate the
Baptist congregation and
pastor, Bob Courtney, still
caring for the grounds and
building now known as
Bethany.
The T. Pattersons just
before starting teaching
made a sad trip to Sum-
merville, S. C., to attend the
funeral of Mr. Murray,
Linda Patterson's father,
who died ,suddenly.
The John Livesays had
former Chicago friends as
guests recently.
Mrs. John Creech, living
on Concord hill, has been
very sick and has gone to
stay awhile with her
daughter.
Mrs. Flossie Byerly has
missed church because of
illness.
Mrs. Aylon McClure who
spent weeks in Nashville is
back home and so grateful
for every act of friendship
and every thoughtful
remembrance during her
bedridden siege in the
hsopital and at home.
During a recent revival
the pastor asked daily "what
have you done for the
Master today?"
All who feed His sheep
have done it unto Him,
Matthew 25:40, "In so much
as ye have done it unto the
least."
Jeanette Morgan
is now back working with the
Kut 'N Kurt Beauty Shop





Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Calloway County ...Health




will be held at the home of
Jackie Conley at seven p.m.
for B. J. Berrill, Lochie
Overbey-Christopher, Pat





will be held at the home of
Anne Uddberg at 8:30 p.m.
for Dr. and Mrs. Gene Cook,
Madge Diuguid, Alice
Koenecke, Jean Lindsey,






will be held at the home of
Sue Overbey at 7:30 p.m. for
Muriel Baar, Evelyn Jones,
Dot Mason, and Rubie
Smith.
Orientation meeting for





will be held at the home of
Jean Hurt at 7:30 p.m. for
Barbara Brandon, Maxine
Clark, Jackie Farrell, Jo
Oakley, Emily Wolfson, and




of parents, Board of
Directors, and teacher, Sara
Hussung, will be at seven
p.m. in the Early Childhood
Center on North 16th Street.
For further information call
Molly Booth 753-4057.
Auto tour on "Leave It To
Beaver" will start at two
p.m. at Center Station in
Land Between the Lakes.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a special orientation
meeting for all officers,.
chairmen of departments";
for the various committee
chairmen of the club and
departments, and any other
interested members of the
club at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Association team members Ellis Center will be open
will be held at the home of from ten a.m. to three p.m.
Doris Cella at 8:30 p.m. for for activities by the Murray
Peggy Billington, Mary Ann Senior
Clark, Barbara Simons, formation 







Homemakers Clubs will be
held at the the University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray at 9:30 a.m. This is
for all club officers and
chairmen of each club.
Persons are asked to not use






1 cup converted rice




8-ounce can chunk pine-
apple in juice, drained
and thinly sliced •
'4 cup golden raisins, soak-
ed in pineapple juice to
plump
Cook the rice according to
package directions but use the
chicken broth instead of water.
With a fork stir in the salt, but-
ter, pineapple and raisins.
Serve hot. Makes 6 servings.
Friday, September 1
Golden Age Club is
scheduled to meet at twelve




Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by nine a.m. for
morning shopping and by




Arts and Crafts Festival will
open at ten a.m.in the area
north and west of the tennis
courts in the park.
Land Between the Lake
activities will include nature
recording at_ Center Station
at eight a.m.; 1850's Fair
Day at The Homeplace 1850
from two to five p.m.; old
time country hoe down at
Empire' Farm from 6:30 t
nine p.m.
Sunday, September 3
William H. Lynn family
reunion will be held at Paris
Landing State Park with a
basket lunch to be served
about noon.
Annual reunion of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Adams
wilfbe held at Kenlake State
Park at Aurora. All-relatives
and friends are invited to
attend.
Shower for the family of
Pat and Peggy Butterworth
and their four children,
Joey, Jeffrey, Melissa, and
Melinda, who lost their
home and contents by fire
will be held in the
machinery shed on the farm
of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth, Lynn Grove
Road, from two to five p.m:
Mr. and Mrs. Wildie Ellis
, will be honored with a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the community
room of the Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray, from two to
four p.m.
Second day of Arts and
Crafts Festival will start at
ten a.m. at the area north
and west of the tennis courts
at Kenlake State Park.
Special
Tues. & Wed. Aug. 29 and 30
Your Choice
11 Shrimp Dinner or 11 Oyster Dinner
Special $325 Reg. $3.95
Includes: 21 Piece shrimp or 12 piece oysters, hush-









Open Monday Thru Friday, 8:00 p.m. Nightly
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Special Woman's Club Meet Tolley-Dick Vows
Planned Here On Thursday
The Murray Woman's Club
will have a special' orien-
tation and planning meeting
for the club year to open in
September on Thursday,
Aug. 31, at 7:30 p.m. at the





will be presented by Desiree
Hosick, parliamentarian.
Peggy Billington, chair-
man of the Advisory Council
of the club, will discuss the
rules and regulations of the
use of the club house for the
coming club year regarding
the various departments and
Nutrition Menus
Given For Week
The menus for Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday at the
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly have been released
by the dietitian-nutritionist,
Sally DuFord.
On Wednesday the menu
will be fried chicken, small
whole potato, parsley, carrot
coins, hot roll, butter,
canteloupe chunks, and milk.
Spaghetti, green beans,
sliced tomato salad, hot roll,
butter, brownies, and milk
will be served Thursday. _
The Friday menu will be
baked fresh ham, pinto
beans, greens, cornbread,














members will be conducted.
New officers for the year
are Mrs. Jones, president;







Mrs. Jones said the
meeting on Thursday will
take the place of the
Executive Board meeting
held regularly on the first





participated this summer in
a special environmental
education ,_ happening
designed for youngsters who
need special assistance in
the development of reading,
math or social skills, as well
as for those youngsters
simply interested in a
summer envionmental
education experience. This
was the second consecutive
summer for the five-week
long summer school
program held by Murray
State University's depart-
ment of special education.
The program, developed
by the practicum supervisor,
Dr. Ralph M. Hausman, is
unique in that it is believed
to be the only special
.education teacher training
program in the nation using
environmental education as
a vehicle to successfully mix
handicapped and non-
handicapped (including
gifted) children in an
academic getting and still
meet their individual needs.
The. staff of . student
teachers developed reading
and math materials for the
students focusing on
See how the timeless appeal of quality Ethan Allen
furniture adds new eicitement to your entertaining
whether your dining room is modest or large in scale
Our Georgian Court Dining Room (above) boasts an
16th Century heritage with Queen Apne and
Hepplewhite design details. The smaller Classic Manor
Dining Room I below) is long on elegance. It's crisp
transitional styling offers limitless decorating
flexibility.
66 Oval Table 1102 sped  S599 $49950
Shield Berl Side Chair  $1119 $162.50
TABLE AND FOUR CHAIRS  Sl.3r7jlO $1,149 SO
Shkeld Beth Ann ( hair $209150 $179 SO
66 Sehboard Chine  $1.1 00 2999 50
Below
44 Round Tohhi 120 open)  $429 50
Cow Bore Sidle Chair $14750
TABLE AND FOUR CHAIRS SI 019 SO
Carta Back Arm Omit $17750
56- Buffet & Chino SI 049 00
114 North Third Paducah, Ky
Phone 442 2769 or 443-6257
animals, plants and energy
so that each student would
have academic materials
geared to his particular
functional level.
Highlights of the program
included short field trips to
the creek; building and
using solar cookers to
prepare marshmallows,
apples and hot dogs;
audiovisual programs using
a 10 by 10 by 8 foot tall
-"Magic Bubble Room"; and
observing newborn gerbils.
Mrs. Bonnie Sanders, a
Murray special education
teacher, was employed as




CHICAGO (AP) — Major
manufacturers of factory-built
fireplaces have increased their
production to meet what is pre-
dieted will be another year of
heavy demand for woodburning
appliances, reports the Fire-
place Institute.
Producers of woodburning
stoves also expect to set new
sales records this winter, as an
increasing number of Ameri-
cans turn to wood for home
heating.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Pick
The wedding of Miss Leslie Wynn Tolley, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Tolley, to Gary W. Dick, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Dick, was solemnized on Thursday,.
July 20, at eight p.m. at the St. John's Episcopal Church,
Murray, with the Rev. Stephen Davenport III performing
the ceremony with family and friends attending.
Preceding the ceremony Mrs. Kathy Burchfield
presented a program of organ music. The church altar
was prepared by Mrs. Jules Harcourt and Mrs. Benny
- George.
The bride was lovely in her white lace wedding gown.
:She wore a single strand of pearls, had a gardenia in her
hair, and carried a bridal bouquet of gardenias and
greenery.
Miss Tonya Thomas of Magnolia, Ark., was the majd of
honor for the bride, and Randy Dick was best man for
his brother.
The ushers were Karl, Bill, and Ray Tolley, brothers of
the bride. The register was kept by Miss Karen Tolley,
sister of the bride.
Reception
Following the ceremony the reception was held at the
church. Serving the guests were Mrs. William F,urches,
Mrs. Tommy Carruthers, Mrs. Sam Cook, Miss Teresa
Dick, sister of the groom, and Mrs. Randy Dick, sister-in-
law of the groom.
Rehearsal Dinner
A rehearsal dinner was hosted by the groom's_parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dick, on the evening of July 18.
Celebration
On the evening before the wedding a celebration dinner
was held for the bride's paternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolly, who were also married on July 20,
1928, fifty years ago.
Out of town guests attending the wedding and the 50th
anniversary dinner at Kenlake Hotel were Mr. and Mrs.
George Webdell, brother and sister-in-law of Mrs. Bryan
Tolley, of Aurora, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Bud)
Tolley and children, Greg, Mike, John, and Jeff,, of Bel
Air, Md., and Miss Tonya Thomas of Magnolia, Ark.
Aurora Country Festiyal
To Be Held During October
Preregistration is ' now
taking place for artists and
craftsmen who wish to exhibit
at the 1st Annual Aurora




will include, besides on Arts
and Crafts Fair, a Street
Dance, Sorghum Making.
Country Music, Antique Cars,
a Fashion Show, Pony Pull,
and a Brush Arbor Church and
Singa,:aacing., The
Festival will be held Oct. 21,
22, and 23rd. The Arts and
Crafts Fair will be Saturday
and Sunday. There will be
musical entertainment and
refreshments.
The whole Aurora Corn-
munity is turning out to help
make the 1st Aurora Festival
a success, the chairman said.
The Aurora, Jonathan Creek
areas formed on Action
Committee last winter to help
promote the many fine
facilities and attractions
available in this southeastern
section of Marshall County.
The Action Committee is in
charge of planning for the
Festival. Don Peters, Action
Committee President said a
freAt_defi.lof_work has already
been done on the Project. -
Those wishing to receive
exhibitor information should
contact Twila Blankenbaker,
Lakeland Motel, RR 1, Har-
din, Ky. 42048 or call 474-2292.
toVI; WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
Vitle tor ttaft
price of a room
Ville ter 4
(110 of 305 unItai
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
\Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping. air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pooh-, recreation hall
playground. Golf. tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac
lions Pets welcome. Fishing. Jai
Alai, Auto,' Dog Racing.
or tile beano,* and (nloinialetva:mote
RUM VILACt RESORT Dept
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
Physician Should Monitor
Effects Of The Pill
Q. Ms. D. O., It 211-year-
old college student, writes
to ask about the dangers of
cancer or other troubles
from taking the PM. She
has not noticed any trou-
ble, and she has been
taking this oral contracep-
tive regularly for four
years. She Is concerned
whether she might have
some ill effects from the
long-range use of such a
medicine.
A. I take it that you have
had an active sex life over
an extended period of time,
and that you find the need
for a dependable contra-
ceptive to prevent a preg-




have been raised from
Miss Elizabeth Anne Heck
and Douglas Scott Calhoun
of Nashville, Tenn., were
married Saturday, July 29,
at seven p.m. at the
Arlington United Methodist
Church, Owensboro, with the
Rev. Glen Phillips, the
church pastor, officiating.
The bride is the daughter
of Mrs. Hazel Heck, 3870
Lewis Lane, Owensboro, and
R. D. Heck, Lakeside, Calif.
She is a graduate of Murray
State University and is the
niece of Mrs. Elizabeth
Thomason and Mrs. Murl
Robertson of Murray. She is
a legal secretary in Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Mr. Calhoun, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles C. Calhoun
BENTON PATIENT
Rex Cooper of Murray was




Rickey Garland of Hazel
was dismissed Aug. 23 from
the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
time to time about the
safety of the Pill, and the
controversy persists. A
number of articles in lay
magazines have stressed
the dangers and disadvan-
tages.
In truth, the Pill is safe
for most women under 35
years of age and is an
effective contraceptive.
The Pill is acceptable to
a sexual partner.
I suggest that you have
your blood pressure
checked at least once a
year while taking the Pill.
For an unexplained rea-
son, a few women experi-
ence an onset of a persis-
tent elevation of blood
pressure from the Pill, it
having shown no previous
earlier effect on the blood
pressure. The Pill has to be
discontinued once it starts
of Charleston, S. C., is
employed by Kimbrough-
Adkins dr Associates, and is
a student At Middle Ten-
.nessee State University,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
After a wedding trip to
Myrtle Beach, S. C., Mr.
and Mrs. Calhotin are























Certain women have a
tendency to have an in-
crease in blood clotting
which results in occluding
their artiers, such as in
their legs.
If you find it necessary
because of your sex life to
continue on the Pill, I
advise you to take it under
the direction and periodic
observation (once or twice
a year) of a physician.
With such monitoring and
the absence of any signifi-
cant side effects, you
should be able to continue
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DRESS SPORTSWEAR PATTERNS FOR
MISSES, JUNIOR, YOUNG MISS, PETITE,
JR. TEENS, WOMEN'S & HALF SIZES,
CHILDREN'S MEN'S, DECORATIVE
PLI1$ MAR OTHERS
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• • I'M SORRY, MR PRESIDENT.
pinion Page CANT aTtil?t,I4T4.61j.
WITtE VOTRC.T-IE AMMON
R.E XPECTIFEIR LEPER
Low Down FROM THE Congressional 0ft got
It , I Record  - THATSORT
 OF THIN6 •
Blasts Socialistic Trend
REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE E.
DANIELSON i Calif.) "...I was born in
a little country town in Nebraska.. .The
name was Wasua...Occasionally I get a
copy of the Wasua Gazette, the local
newspaper. In a recent issue I saw an
interesting article. ..r would like to
share it with my colleagues." (The
article follows
Rugged Individualists
A young man attended public school,
rode the free school bus, participated in
the, subsidized lunch program. He
entered the Army, and then upon
discharge retained his National Service
Insurance. 'He then attended the State
University. on the GI Bill.
Upon graduation, he married a
Public Health nurse and bought a farm
with an FHA loan and then obtained an
RFC loan to go into business. A baby
was born in the county hospital.
Later he put part of his land in the soil
bank and the payments helped pay for
Ins farm and ranch. His father and
mother lived on the ranch on their
Social Security; REA helped clear his
land. The County Agent showed him
how to terrace it, then the government
built him a fish pond and stocked it with
fish.
Books from the Public Library were
delivered to his door. He banked his
money and a government agency in-
sured it. His children attended public
schools, rode free school buses, played
in the public parks and swam in the
public pools.
He was a leader in obtaining the new
Federal Building and went to
Washington with a group to ask the
government to build a great dam. He
petitioned the government to give the
local air base to the County.
Then one day, after hearing that
Carter's $500 billion budget for 1978
Capitol Ideas
added up to $2,000 for every man,
women and child, be wrote his
Congressman.
"I wish to protest these exessive
government expenditures and at-
tendent high taxes. I believe in rugged
individualism. I think people should
stand on their own two feet without
expecting handouts. I am opposed to
the socialistic trend and I demand a
return to the Principles of our Con-





As long as Americans believe the
"Fairy Tale" that "Federal money" is
free, the Socialistic trend will continue.
"Federal money" is local taxes with















WASHINGTON I AP) — If House
, Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill worries
16, 1961. had been speaker more than
_Slifierent. an_d_so _are.J.he. style§ pi the 
Congress."
Rayburn's and O'Neill's tenure.
• It is still too early for a meaningful
. comparison Rayburn presided over the
• possible out of the voluminous
'Massachusetts Democrat was named to
• documentation of Rayburn's own
• words, filling chinks with extracts from
1:mewly unearthed:- A whole book
Edward Hake Phillips and staff
The result, published as "Speak, Mr.
:,quotable Rayburnisms,`most of them
.
probably could be compiled al Ms
most powerful predecessors.
that the Democratic 95th Congress has
cornfort from the verdict of one of his
the chair of the present House. He
the two men who served between
not delivered everything he or
ought to know. He was Sam Rayburn of
Texas who, when he died in office Nov.
twice as long as anyone else in history.
announced he intended to be a strong
speaker, a designation generally denied
President Carter wanted, he can take
House more than 16 years; O'Neill is in
two.
Rayburn were inevitable when the
his second year. conditions are far
thanks to the Sam Rayburn Library at
material for some future comparison,
scrap of correspondence. The library,
speaker of the Texas House, and
Bonham, Texas.
but he apparently never threw away a
established near the end of his life,
member MacPhelan Reese, undertook
bulges with his own and the public
records relating to him.
and two associates. history professor
to produce a Rayburn autobiography.
contemporary writings about Mtn-
Speaker," isn't exactly , an
autobiography. It is a rich though in-
complete and uneven account of the life
Congress in 1913. after having been
a near-social revolution later.
and times of a man who came to
remained in Congress and in national
politics into the presidency of John F.
Kennedy --- four wars, a depression and
The man who made that observation
Comparisons between O'Neill arid
"There never was a rubberstamp
But there is now readily available
Rayburn never wrote his memoirs,
The library's director, H.G. Dulaney,
They pieced it together aa much as
Pre-eminently, the boo) is a mine of
i;tlyice.oi o 
congressmen, etipeeidly 
0, oung es. xamPies
f.: —94 man doesn't learn his job in the
'3IouseUntil he's had his head bloodied a
;couple of times, but a leader may as
e
;veil quit if his is bloodied too often."
,.. —"No one has a finer command of
Oisziguage than the person who keeps his
mouth shut."
'Don't take the floor until you know
you are ready — never just to hear the
sound of your own voice."
—"My advice to any new member ...
is to keep in mind that he has two
constituencies: the people who sent him


















Her Shortest Distance Between
2 Points Was Over The Overpass
When went to school, one thing J. P.
Glasgow taught us in geometry at
Mayfield High School was that the
shortest distance between two points
was a straight line. Too, many is the
time I could no more have proved' it
than I could have flown through the air
like a bird.
Apparently, Mrs. Joy Guthrie of
Sikeston, Mo., also learned and still
holds to that mathematical truth. In
fact, so strongly is she convinced of it
she now holds the dubious honor of
having driven one of the first
automobiles across the university's
new pedestrian overpass spanning
Chestnut Street.
Mrs. Guthrie and her daughter,
Dawn, who is a senior at Sikeston High
School, were on the Murray campus
recently looking the university over. It
was the first of three campuses they
planned to visit in search of a college
where Dawn could continue her
education following her high school
graduation next spring.
While visiting with School Relations
Director Phil Bryan in his office, Mrs.
Guthrie just happened to comment on
the "narrow and rough gravel roads"
on the campus. "That's strange,"
thought Phil. "What gravel roads?
There aren't any gravel roads on the






NEW YORK i AP) — For sheer
emotional involvement, there haven't
been many economic and financial
news stories lately to rival the dollar's
decline in foreign exchange.
The tangible impact within this
country of currelialuctUations would"
!seem to be smaff,aince relatively few
Americans have any regular ex-
perience changing their dollars for
Japanese yen or Swiss francs or Ger-
man marks.
But those 15-square-inch paper
rectangles with the distinctive green
ink on the back obviously are important
. to people as symbols, as well as units of
legal tender. "Sound as a dollar," the
saying went.
So policy moves by the Carter ad-
ministration and the Federal Reserve
are getting close scrutiny following the
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers .
who do not agree with an editorial —
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a -letter to the
editor. '
By the sarhe token, if an issue has
not been discussell onihis Page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
president's recent declaration that he
was "deeply concerned" about the •
dollar.
Some observers remain skeptical
that much progress can be made
toward turning the dollar around until
the country makes some headway on
another, related problem — inflation.
Their argument, stripped down to
very simplified form, is that the appeal
of dollars compared with other forms of
wealth began to decline because there
were just too many of them coming off
the printing presses. After that, market
psychology took over.
This summer the dollar has fallen
much more steeply against some
leading foreign currencies than in-
flation rates and money-supply trends
would seem to justify.
One reason for this,analysts say, was
that speculators in the exchange
market saw the Carter administration
as indifferent to the situation and
therefore unlikely to take any strong
action to reverse it.
"Naturally, this indifference
provides an enormous incentive to
those who are speculating against the
dollar," Albert H. C.ox Jr., president of
Merrill Lynch Economics, observed
recently.
Thus, he said, the "speculative
snowball" carrying the dollar downhill
kept growing and picking up speed.
At some point, a declining currency is
supposed to reach a level where goods
produced in its home country become
so attractively priced that foreigners
step up their buying in that currency.
Simultaneously, goods from strong-
currency countries become more and
more expensive, diminishing purchases
of them from iireakeurrency gauntries-
This "self-correcting" process has
been slow to take hold this time because
of the perceived indifference in
Washington and a couple of other
factors, Cox wrote.
Join CunnIff is on vacation.
"What gravel road are you talking
about, Mrs. Guthrie?" he asked. "We
don't have any gravel roads on campus
over which you would, be driving?"
++++++
Then the Sikeston visitors explained
their historic ride. They had been in the
residential complex near Winslow
Cafeteria when they asked someone for
directions to Bryan's office, located in
Sparks Hall on the other end of the
campus.,
Whomever they had asked simply
pointed southward across the overpass
and along where North 15th used to be
toward Sparks Hall. They didn't bother
to tell Mrs. Guthrie that she had to go
around by North 16th or wind around
past the tennis courts, the Nursing
Building and Woods Hall to get to
Sparks Hall.
Mrs. Guthrie said she and Dawn then
got into their car, a pretty good size
Buick, and drove south up onto and
across the narrow pedestrian overpass
and on up the hill, picking their way -
around construction barriers and
building materials awaiting use in the
University Center project. Twisting,
turning and bouncing through ruts and
potholes, they finally reached smooth
surface at the Olive Street intersection.
It's no wonder she thought the
campus streets narrow and rough! •
When informed what she had done,
Mrs. Guthrie turned to her daughter
and laughingly admonished, "If you tell
your father about this, you'll be
grounded for a month!"
As a footnote, the Guthries were so
impressed with Murray State and the
hospitality of the campus, they can-
celled their planned visits to the other
two campuses. As of now, ,their plans
call for Dawn enrolling at the
University in the fall of 1979.
++++++




U. (jg) Thomas E. Steele, son of Mrs.
Calle Steele, arrived back in San
Diego, Calif., on Aug. 19 after a tour of
duty in Vietnam serving on the USS
Carrier Ticonderago.
Deaths reported include Manlie R.
Todd, age 63.
Luther L Dunn has announced his
retirement as manager ci the Drive In
Branch of the Bank of Murray. He was
honored with a retirement dinner at the
* Holiday Inn on Aug. 26.
Cheerleaders elected for Lynn Grove
School are Janey Kelso, Connie
Underhill, Vicki Humphreys, Sarah
Calhoun, Brenda Kelso, and Regina
Lockhart.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Tubbs on Aug. 26.
nine-year-old Phillip has a new hoe my
— that of collecting pennies.
The other evening, Philip and his
father were examining some of his
latest acquisitions when he exclaimed
excitedly, "Look, Dad! Here's a real
old one! It was made in 1941!"
"1941!" his father reacted. "Why
that's not old, Phillip. That was the
year I was born."
Little Phillip was silent for a
moment, realizing that he had struck a
nerve in, his dad. Then very
diplomatically, he said, "Well, Dad, I
guess it's just a middle-aged penny."
++++++
Have you tried to go east or west on
Olive and cross North 12th Street lately.
If you aren't first in line and riding a
jack rabbit, you can't make the light
change. I don't know who sets the
timing on that electric signal, but I —
along with untold others — have a
special, unprintable name for him.
I've tried to time the thing, but not
having a stop watch can't swear to the
accuracy of my figures, but the best I
can determine the green light is on only
five seconds for the east or westbound
traffic on Olive, while it is on for 30 or
more seconds for the North and south-
bound traffic on 12th.
One car is about all that can race
through the thing before it's back to
yellow and red again, and if that car
happens to be turning left the second
car doesn't have a chance.
Surely, somewhere in this nation,
which has produced the technical know-
how to send a man to the moon, let him
walk around there for several days
planting flags, driving dune buggies
and swinging golf clubs then bring him
back to r.arth, there's bound to be
someone smart enough to regulate that
traffic signal so more than one car can
get through on a change. I'll just bet it





WASHINGTON (AP) — Sooner or
later it had to happen. The pork barrel
has been computerized.
This latest marvel of the computer
age may have reached its height of folly
when the White House released a list of
12,000 counties, cities and villages that
might be eligible for aid under
President Carter's new national urban
policy.
A list that size brings new dimensions
to pork barrel — projects included in a
bill that provide money for home
districts and assure that enough
members of Congress will vote for the
bill to get it passed.
The urban aid would provide funds
for such things as neighborhood
rehabilitation and industry recruiting.
The hope was most congressmen would
be pleased to grab some of this for their
districts.
In hindsight, however, some White
House strategists concede the list may
have been a mistake that helped dig a
grave for key portions of the program.
But they say it was nonetheless
unavoidable
Only a computer could have produced
such a list. It screened every com-
munity in the United States according
to the eligibility criteria in the Carter
plans, and then printed out the 12,000
that
Immediately the list caused
problems. •
Places like Shaker Heights and
Mercer Island showed up on the list of
eligible communities. Shaker Heights,
outside Cleveland, and Mercer Island, a
Seattle suburb, are two of the best
heeled communities in America.
This was all the excuse needed for the
program's critics to man the torpedoes.
In fact, there were several hundred
wealthy communities on the list, a
result of a fluke in the formula for
determining the needy.
One test of need was a slow growth
ti:te, on the assumption that a corn-runity with a static population and --
economy is in trouble. But' some
communities plan it that way and have
practiced deliberate no-growth or slow-
growth policies for years — not because
they are poor but to keep the poor out.
When the loophole created some
embarrassing anomalies, the White
House moved quickly to fix it. An ad-
ditional criteria now excludes any
community whose per capita income is
125 percent or more of the national
average.
This is loose enough to let in com-
munities with pockets of poverty but
enough wealthy residents to keep up the
average.
Consequently, 433 names have been
lopped from the list. But not before the
damage was done. The key programs
associated with the list are dead or
ailing in Congress, thanks in part to the
listtnaking.
• 'Which raises the obvious.guestiori of
why the VrhTic liouse would build such a
booby trap. The -anawee is that'
Congress demanded it. When the fiscal
assistance portion of the program was
sent to Congress last spring, there was
no list. And the House committee that
got the bill demanded one
20 Years Ago
The Murray Jaycees will host the
eighth annual Kentucky Air Tour when
it stops in Murray.
John W. Koon, executive secretary of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation, Louisville, will be the
speaker at the quarterly meeting of the
First District Farm Bureau at the
Murray Woman's Club House on Sept.
2.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edna
McCuiston, age 80.
R. J. Burpoe and Ray Johnson will
direct the services at the Center Ridge
Baptist Church near Irvin Cobb Resort
on Aug. 31.
The Kindergarten, sponsored by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will begin its third year
in the College Presbyterian Church on
Sept. 2.
30-1cars Ago
The funeral for PFC Ahris Calhoun is
being held today. He was killed in ac-
tion in Leyte at the age of 21 on Dec. 5,
1944, and his body was returned here for
burial.
One of the most popular activities
open to 4-H Club campers at Murray
State College this week is the bait
casting class under the direction of H.
H. Thompson, state agricultural
worker in Lexington.
Annie Smith, Spanish teacher at
Murray State College, has returned
from Mexico where she has studied
Spanish for the past eight weeks.
Mrs. E. C. Parker gave the book of
Esther from The Bible as a one act play
at the meeting of the Magazine Club
held at the home of Mrs. Clyde Downs.
Mr. and Mrs. David Gowans are
spending a month vacationing with
their parents in Detroit, Mich.
Funny World
The weatherman for a local tv station
was wrong so often that it became
socially embarrassing for him; so he
applied for a job with another station a
few hundred miles away. They asked
him why he wanted to change jobs and
he replied truthfully, "The climate here
doesn't agree with me."
A Texan in the State Department was
assigned to an American consulate in a
new African republic. He was told,
"Now, ydtr're supposed to build
goodwill and friendliness. So if one of
the natives insists that Africa is bigger
than Texas — just pay him no never
mind."
A young Studio City, California,
couple is of_aases driving about in
-Old car, with two badly
crumpled front fenders. One each of the
fenders is carefully labeled the words,
"His" and "Hers."
Salida, Colo. — The Chamber of
Commerce is betting one buffalo --
valued at about 8600 — that this small
Rocky Mountain community has more




(Then) came Jesus and stood in the
midst, and saith unto them, Peace be
unto you. — John 20:19.
With strife and conflict in almost
every corner of the world, we today
need most of all the true peace that
comes from Jesus Christ.
Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ
mils Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving bi
Murray Newspapers, inc, 103 N. 4th St
Mirray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Mu-ray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATE'S In  served bi
carriers, $210 per month, payable trradvance
fly mail in Calloway County and to Benton, }tar
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. fEr and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn $19 30 per
year By mail to other destinations. $30.00 per
year
— Member of AasociattorPress, Kentucky Press
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3-8 Last Year MTSU Picked For Cellar
Editor's note: This the
first of a series previewing
Murray State's Ohio Valley
Conference opponents this
season.
By the Associated Press
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
— Middle Tennessee State
football Coach Ben Hurt
says the Blue Raiders' only
hope this season is to keep
the good guys healthy and
get the rookies ready.
Last season, Middle
Tennessee finished 3-$ — No.





Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida . . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features .. .
C 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
C 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
C Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
o 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
C Volleyball & Shuffleboard
C Basketball, Game Room
C Sauna, Exercise Rooms
C Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
C Color TV & Refrigerator
,errerwas a Goff •Prttpltaties
C 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
O Free chaise lounges
O Ample self parking
Come play in our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete




2075 S. Atlantic Ave
P.O. Box 7437
Daytona Beach, Fla 32016
Ph. (904) 255-6461
, Please send new color
1 brochure & rate sheet
Name 
I Street 
I r7:,,y State 
••••1
Conference. This year, the
Blue Raiders have been
selected in a pre-season
coaches' poll to wind up in
the cellar of the eight-team
conference.
"We play the same tough
schedule we had last year
but we won't have as many
experienced players in the
lineup as last season," Hurt
said recently.
Starting his fourth season
at Middle Tennessee, Hurt
must find replacements for
quarterback Mike Robinson
and fullback Mike Moore,
who broke all Blue Raider
rushing records. Only nine
defensive starters are
returning to the team.
Three players are vying
for the quarterback spot,
sophomores Ricky Davis and
Jerry Bates and freshman
Duane West, red-shirted last
year. Hurt rated Davis a
slight edge based on his
showing in fall workouts.
Davis was redshirted last
season after being sidelined




By the Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS — Leon
Spinks is being paid $3.75
million for his upcoming
championship fight with
Muhammad All — $500,000
more than the former
champ, according to con-
tracts on file with the state
of Louisiana.
But All is getting some
perks of his own, like 25
first class hotel rooms for
more than two weeks and 40
free airline tickets for his
friends.
Those details were spelled
out. in the contracts for the
Sept. 15 fight on file with the
Louisiana State Athletic
Commission and state at-
torney general's office.
The contracts between the
fighters and Top Rank Inc.
of New York show that All
will receive $3.25 million. It
had been said that All would
get less money than the man
who beat him in February,
but until the contracts were
made public, it was not
known how much less.
Ali will be able to soothe
his ego with 30 first class
roundtrip. airline tickets and
10 economy tickets from
anywhere in the United
States.
And he will get four two-
_bedroom suites and 21 other
hotel rooms for 16 days at
sites approved by advisor
Herbert Muhammad, as well
as three chauffer-driven
limousines for the same






•ffikisty of Golden Brown
Soulless Chicken Filets
• French Fries
• Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
• 2 Southern-style Hushpuppies
and our Special Sweet 'n Sour Sauce
REG. $2.99 $249
only
al gerhopating Uap.,n C)
Captain D's.
Kids/
Don't forget your Bock la School Classroom Kit.
PADUCAH & MURRAY
the coach said.
"We have to keep the few
good players we have,
hes.lthy and in the game,",
Hurt said. ''And second, we
have to get some immediate
help from our freshmen and
transfer players. That's
what our season hinges on."
Robbie Rogers, a 5-foot-10,
200-pound -running back, will
supply most of the Raiders'
offensive punch. He will be
joined by Joe Bowers and
flanker Ricky Field.
The offensive line, an-
chored by All-OVC center
Darrell Williams and 230-
pound guard Brian Knight,
is his strong suit, Hurt said.
Defensively, leaders will
be safeties Pat Siegfried and
John Diefenbach, linebacker
Stan Wright and end James
McClellan.
Schedule-wise, the Blue
Raiders couldn't have done
much worse. The nemeses




a perennial small college
powerhouse.
"Our kids have an ex-
cellent attitude," Hurt said.
"They know it's going to be
tough — they're young and
they'll be playing top-notch
opponents, We aren't kidding
ourselves — we know it isn't
going to be easy. But we'll
give it all we've got every
Saturday, you can bet on
that."
Doug Biolchini, o freshman center from Naples, Fla., hits during a recent Murray State Universitypractice, The center position will be one of the few experienced spots on the Rorer offensiveline.
(MURRAY LEDGER to TIMES)
Sox Squeeze Past Mariners
By the Associated Press
A baseball game is
never over until the last
man is out, and where the
Boston Red Sox are con-
cerned that last out never
seems to come.
"With this club, I always
feel we can pull out any
game," Manager Don
Zimmer said Monday night
after the Red Sox scored
three times in the bottom of
the ninth inning and edged
the Seattle Mariners- 10-9 in
a slugfest that produced 16
extra-base hits, including
Jim Rice's 34th home run.
A day earlier, they came
from behind with two runs
in the bottotrof the 12th to
beat California'.
The Red Sox maintained
their 7 1/2-game lead over
New York in the American
League East when the
Yankees beat California 4-1.
The loss, coupled with
Kansas City's 3-2 victory
over the Chicago White Sox,
dropped the Angels 1 1/2




Toronto Blue Jays 11-3, the
Milwaukee Brewers clob-
bered the Detroit Tigers 10-1
and the Baltimore Orioles
downed the Oakland A's 7-3.
Cleveland aad Minnesota
were not scheduled.
Yankees 4, Angels 1
Ed Figueroa pitched
hitless ball for six innings
and combined with Rich
Gossage on a three-hitter as
the Yankees defeated 'Frank
Tanana. Figueroa hit one
batter and walked one over
the first six innings before
Jim Anderson singled up the
middle to start the seventh.
Royals 3, White Sox 2
Willie Wilson's ninth-inning
sacrifice fly scored John
Wathan with the winning
run. Wathan opened the
ninth with a double, his
third hit of the game, and
moved to third on Frank
White's infield hit to set the
stage for Wilson.
Rangers 11, Blue Jays 3
Al Oliver drove in four
runs, two with his 13th
homer. Toby Harrah, Richie
Zisk and Bump Wills also
homered for Texas. Oliver
put the Rangers ahead with
a two-run single in the first
inning and homered in the
seventh.
Brewers 10, Tigers 1
Jerry Augustine fired a
twohitter and Robin Yount
smashed a three-run homer.
The only hits off Augustine
were singles by Ron LeFlore
in the fifth inning — ex-
tending his hitting streak to
19 games — and Lou
Whitaker in the eighth.
Nettles Named Top Player
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Graig_
Nettles, the New York
Yankees' third baseman,
was named the American
League Player of the Week
for the period ending August
27.
He hit safely in all five
games played in' the week,
smashing four home runs,
bringing his season total to
23. Nettles went 7 for 17,
good for a .412 average, and
drove in five runs.
SOMERS, N.Y. — Peter
Fleming crushed Cliff__
Richey 6-1, 6-1 to capture
the championship in the
$30,000 Lionel Tennis Week
round robin tournament.
CHICAGO — Me Good
Man, $14.80, registered a 31/2
length victory over Chief Of
Dixieland in the feature race
at Arlington Park.
DEL MAR, Calif, — Mr.
Iconoclast, $7, scored a head
victory in the feature at Del
Mar over Sea Ride.




as the Orioles extended their
winning streak to seven
games and handed Oakland





Chicago, Ill. — A free_of-
fer of special interest to
those who hear but do
not understand words
has been announced by
Beltone aid of its kind
will be given absolutely




problems are not alike..
and some cannot be
helped by a hearing aid.
But audiologists report
that many can. So, send
for this free model now,
and wear it in the
privacy of your own
home. It is not a real
hearing aid, but it will
show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It's
yours'tb keep, free. The
actual aid weighs less
than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level,
in one unit.
These models are
free, so we suggest you
write for yours now.
Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly
no obligation. Thousan-
ds have already been
mailed, so write today
to Dept. 2662, Beltone
Electronics, 4201 W.
Victoria, Chicago, 60646.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6















Three-ply nylon/rubber, nylon tops for
more flexibility and easy on and off
100% waterproof. Thermo-Ply insula-
tion. Cushioned-comfort insole, steel
shank, net lining. Inside kneehantess.
adjustable belt loops.
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Murray State's 6-6, 410-
pound offensive tackle,
reported for practice Aug.
11, Racer • Coach Mike
Gottfried was disappointed,
as he admitted Monday
night at the Racer Club's
dinner meeting.
Broadnax had put on 50
pounds since Gottfried had
last seen him in the spring,
so the first-year head coach
decided on some
psychological tactics.
"I told the rest of the
players to just ignore
Vernon — not to say much
of anything to him," Gott-
fried said.
"But Vernon really got
down on himself then. So I
told them they had better
start talking." So much for
psychological tactics.
That seemed to bring the
big freshman from Xenia,
Ohio, around. So well, in
fact, that he will be a
starter at right tackle when
Murray opens its season
against Southeast Missouri
at ?toy Stewart Stadium
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Broadnax is only one of
the more than 70 frosh
currently on the squad, and
that is the biggest reason
Gottfried is slow to predict
the amount of success his
team will have this season.
"So much depends on how
well some people starting
for us will perform," he
said. "We'll have a lot of
people out there with no
college experience."
Gottfried explained that he
felt some of the up-
perclassmen weren't too
happy with the amount of
attention the freshman
received when camp opened.
"I think they (the up-
perclassmen) felt that the
freshman shouldn't have
gotten the pats on the back
and words of encouragement
we were giving them,"
Gottfried said.
But the coaching staff had
a reason. "We decided that
we couldn't afford to lose
too many freshman, so we
thought if we could keep
them in camp until school
-started, they would stay on
the team."
That strategy worked so
well that only six of .the 115
that reported quit the squad.
With only 32 players on
the squad that aren't fresh-
man, Gottfried admits that
there is no real way to say
what will happen Saturday.
•Nite think we have a unit
that will do well, but we feel
Southeast Missouri will be
strong (Semo was 7-3-1 last
season)," Gottfried said. "So
I'll be as surprised as
anyone else with what
happens."
Despite the fact that Dan
Hutchinson, an All-OVC
performer last season,1
returns to the offensive line,
Gottfried thinks that area
may be the biggest question
mark on the team.
The center slot should be
a strong point, with Cecil
Wolberton, an experienced
senior, starting. He'll be
backed by Dennis Waddell,
another experienced senior.
Hutchinson brings ex-
perience to the left guard
position, but there are new
faces everywhere else.
Broadnax will get his first
taste of college football, but
Gottfried is fairly- confident
of him."He's quick; I feel
good about him."
Borg Eyes Grand Slam As Open Begins
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Bjorn
Borg continues his quest for
the Grand Slam, while
Martina Navratilova at-
tempts to reinforce her
position ahead of Chris
Evert in the women's
rankings at the $577,480 U.S.
Open Tennis Championship
which begins tonight and
runs through Sept. 10.
The tournament has been
moved from the stately West
Side Tennis Club in Forest
to the brand new
National Tennis Center in
Flushing Meadows, and the
matches will be played on a
fairly fast, DecoTurf II
surface over a concrete base
instead of the slow, 'claylike
Har-Tru.
What effects will those
changes have'
More fans than ever will
get a chance to see for
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expanded facilities and the
27 LA hours of television
coverage planned by CBS,
including late-night
highlights and live coverage
of both the men's- 'and
women's finals.
A field of 128 men and 96
women will be competing for
singles prizes of $38,000, but
when the finals are played
Sept. 10, it will be a major
surprise if anyone other than
Borg, Jimmy Connors,
Navratilova and Evert is
wielding a racket. •
They have emerged as the
dominant figures in the
sport and their respective
rivalries are its premier
attractions.
-The Open this year
means more to me than
ever before," said Borg, who
has already won the French
Open on clay and Wim-
bledon on grass, the first
two events in the Grand
Slain. Victories here and in
the Australian Open in
December would complete
the Grand Slam, a feat
achieved only by Don Budge
and Rod Laver.
•'The Grand Slam is
always on my mind." the 22-
year-old Borg reflected last
•week.
And so is Connors.
Connors is particularly
tough in the U.S. Open. He
won this event in 1974 and
1976 and was runnerup to
Manuel Orantes in 1975 and
Guillermo Vilas last year.
He'd like nothing better than
to avenge his straight-set
wipeout at the hands of Borg
at Wimbledon.
The faster surface should
not make much of a dif-
ference to either player,
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can win on any surface. As
for the other men, it will
help the serve-and-volley
players like John Alexander
and Roscoe Tanner and
hinder the baselines
retrievers like Vilas and
Harold Solomon.
Following dedication
ceremonies tonight, the top-
seeded Borg plays South
African Bob Hewitt. Tracy
Austin, No. 5 among the
women's seeds, was to have
played Francois Durr of
France. However, Durr was
injured in a bicycling ac-
cident and will be replaced
by Pat Bostrom of Seattle. A
full slate of men's singles
will take place Wednesday,
with the women swinging
into action on Thursday.
Sobers Feels Cricket Is More
Difficult Than Modern Baseball
By WILL GFUIWSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — Sir Gar-
field Sobers, one of the
world's all-time great
cricketers, insists that the
, 100 mph fireball of
baseball's Nolan Ryan would
hold little or no terror for
hirn.
"Cricket is much more
hazardous for the batsman
than your diamond sport,"
the 42-year-old West Indian
insisted after arriving here
to introduce the old British
sport to the American
public.
"The ball we use is about
the same size as a baseball
but it is twice as hard. It
travels at better than 90
miles per hour but, unlike
the thrown baseball, it is
bounced off the ground,
which can make the pitch
very deceptive and un-
predictable."
"The thrown baseball
travels through the air. It
may curve or drop but the
batsman can follow its flight
• easily. In cricket, the ball
comes off the ground with
all sorts or crazy spins and
bounces. The batsman needs
remarkable quickness to
protect himself."








Our Service Department Is Reaciy •
Jeep VI To Serve You. AMCri
Cains AMC, Jeep, Inc.
641 North a • 153-6448,
member of an international
cricket team playing an all-
star America squad in Shea
Stadium next Saturday. The
game is a distant cousin of
baseball, played with a
strange-looking paddle, a
wicket and 11 players to the
side — most of them lolling
in their white pants and
funny caps in the outfield.
He said he regretted that
an injury will keep Ryan
from appearaing with the
Angels against the Yankees
in the series here.
"I have heard much of
him," the dark-skinned
native of Barbados said.
"Just as I have heard of
Babe Ruth, Joe DiMaggio
and Mickey Mantle. I would
love to see how hard your
Nolan Ryan really throws."
Sir Garfield was the
epitome of propriety as he
shared tea and crumpets
with U.S. newsmen in the
executive offices of
American Airlines, sponsor
of the cricket match.
He declined to be lured
into a controversy on the
respective merits of the two
games, although he was
quick to refute the
suggestion that cricket is a
tutti-fruitti sport played
interminably by gentlemen
in long white flannels while
spectators doze in the
stands.
-It is true cricket is not
as fast as your baseball," he
conceded. Your game is
run-runrun, slide-slide-slide.
In cricket, one does not need
to run unless he wishes to
do so. A test match lasts six
hours a day for five days,
sometimes six days.
"It may look dull to the
average observer but that is
most deceiving."
The handsome West Indian
said the Yankee miscon-
ception of the sport probably
stems from the fact that it
always has been known as
the gentleman's game" and
source of the phrase,
"That's not cricket."
Vols Hope To Better 4-7
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— "I don't think we owe our
fans a victory everytime we
take the field," Coach
Johnny Majors of Tennessee
said Monday.
But we do owe them
effort," he added.
Majors returned to his
alma mater last year to
rebuild a sagging program
but struggled through an
initial 4-7 season, marking
the first time in Tennessee's
distinctive football history it
had ever lost seven games
in one year.
Majors faces the task of
rebuilding his defense.
TVA LAND FOR RENT'
TVA has two tracts of agricultural land in Calloway
County, Kentucky, for rent from January I, 1979, to
December 31, 1982. These tracts which contain 4.0 and
13.6 acres may be used for hay and pasture only.
Bids for the use of the tracts will be received by TVA
personnel at public auction at the south door of the
Calloway County courthouse in Murray, Kentucky, on
Saturday,. September 16, 1978, at 12:00 noon, CDT.
Sealed bids will also be accepted until 4:15 p.m., CDT,
September 13, 1978, for those individuals who cannot
attend the public auction. The sealed bids will be
opened at the auction and read aloud to start the bid-
ding on the tracts to which they pertain. All bids must
be made on a full year's rent basis, and all successful
bidders must make payment in full for the first year's
rent at the Paris TVA office on or before January 1,
1979.
Hand bills describing tact locations, acreage, land
use, improvement credits, and minimum acceptable
bids, along with bid forms, and other information may
be obtained from the Manager, Western District,
P&SVS, 202 West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, or
call901-642-2041.
TVA reserves the right to °eject any and all bids.
Tim Wheeler, another
freshman, wll occupy the
right guard spot.
Reggie Pope, a 6-0, 220-
pounder from Windsor,
Conn., will start at left
tackle. He's a senior, but
with no game experience.
The tight end spot should
be a strong point, with
David Thomas, who caught
29 passes last season, and
Kris Robbins returning.
The kicking game, Gott-
fried says, will be a critical
point Saturday. "In an early
game like Semo, we will
have to execute well on the
specialty teams."
Wes Furgerson, recovering
from a sore back, will do
the Racer punting, where he
was chosen All-OVC in 1976.
Jim Dunnaway, a freshman
from South Shore, Ky., who
doubles as a running back,
will be the Racer
placekicker.
Also back with exprience
is Violet Cactus, the
thoroughbred that circles the
Stewart Stadium track
following a Racer score.
Won't you need a backup
horse for Cactus when she
gets winded from running so
much?, someone asked
Gottfried. "I tried to get the
administration to allow the
horse to run around the
track after we got a first
down, but they wouldn't
hear of it," he said.
Plinikett Cut From 49er Roster
By the Associated Press
Jim Plunkett saw the
writing on the wall last
week — but not all of it.
"I think I can assume I'm
not going to start," Plunkett
said last week after com-
pleting one of his last 18
passes as.Ithe San Francisco
49ers compiled a 1-3
National Football League
preseason record.
What Plunkett failed to
read was the fine print that
said he would be cut along
with seven other San
Francisco players Monday
as the 49ers reached the 43-
man roster limit.
The NFL roster limit will
go back up to 45 players by
Sunday, when teams can
recall two players they
previously placed on
waivers.
"It's kind of a relief," said
Plunkett, who for eight
seasons has been one of the
NFri premier quar-
terbacks. "I guess I'm not
too suprised. You shouldn't.
be suprisad by anything in
professional football," the
1970 Heisman Trophy winner
added.
The 49ers had another
suprise in store Monday
when they placed All-Pro
wide receiver Gene
Washington on the injured
waived list and announced
that Steve DeBerg, a third-
string quarterback a year
ago, -would be their No. 1
man this season.
The second-year player out
of San Jose State completed
23 of 46 passes in the
exhibition season.
DeBerg wasn't the only
young signalcaller to earn
the starting nod for a 1978
NFL regular-season opener.




The 1978 Football Season
will be the subject of
Murray State University
Football Coach Mike Gott-
fried's presentation at the
United Campus Ministry
luncheon on Wednesday,
Aug. 30, at 12:30 p.m.
The first of the fall lun-
cheon programs will be held
in the Counseling and
Testing Center Conference
Room in Ordway Hall. Cost
of the meal will be $1.25 and
is open to all members of
the university community
and the general public. For
reservations or information
call 753-3S31.
the No. 4 quarterback on the
Falcons' depth chart when
the exhibition season opened,
was named Atlanta's star-
ting quarterback for its
opener Sunday against
Houston.
Jones, who will replace
Steve Bartkowski, the
Falcons' starter last year,
saw action in Atlanta's final
game last year, but earned
the starting berth by leading
them to two preseason
victories this year.





Adams on the injured
reserve list to reach the 43-
man limit.
Starting quarterback
decisions were also an-
nounced in Cincinnati and
Eialtinnore.
Ken Anderson, the Bengals
mainstay in recent years,
will have an operation
Hendrick Chosen
As Tops In NI
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — George
Hendrick, who knocked in
seven runs in one game and
batted .400 for the week for
the St. Louis Cardinals, was
named the National League
Player of the Week for the
period ending August 27.
Hendrick was 10-for-25
during the week with two
doubles and four home runs.
He knocked in 12 runs in six
games, leading the Cardinals
to five wins in six road
Q-games.
Tuesday on his injured right
hand and will miss at least
the first five weeks of play.
John Reaves will assume his
duties.
The Baltimore Colts had
better news.
Bert Jones, who suffered
an incomplete separation of
his right shoulder in last
Saturday's preseason finale
against the Detroit Lions,
thinks he will be ready for




also be in uniform for the
Colts. Washington, acquired
in the trade that sent
holdout Lydell Mitchell to
the San Diego Chargers,
announced he will report to
the Colts training camp this
week. The former Oklahoma
running back had i,nforrned
Baltimore Coach Ted
Marchibroda early Monday
that he will not be reporting
to the team, but changed his
mind later in the day.
Baltimore also announced
the acquisition of veteran
cornerback Dwight Harrison
from the Buffalo Bills for a
draft choice.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seloscribers whe have not
received their h...-dolvered
copy of The Alarm ledger &
Thaw by 6: SO p /16•01/ey
Friday or by 3:30 p.a. es Sew
days ere orged to caN 753-1116
between 5:30 p.m. wad 6 p.m.,
Menday-Friday, or 3:30 p.a.
wW 4 p.m. Saturdays, to Ware
delivery W the newspaper. Calb
west be pieced by 6 p.n.
weekdays er 4 p.n. Saterileys
to aureate, delivery.
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Vernon Broodnx (right) will start at right tackle-for Murray State when the Racers open their
season Saturday night against Southeast Missouri. Though Broodnaz wenttitrough two weeks of
two-a-day practices, he still tips the scales at 410 pounds.
Staff Photo by Tinny Wilson
Reds Continue To Plummet,
Dodgers Increase Lead To Six
By the Associated Press
The Cincinnati Reds had
played 705 consecutive home
games without being rained
out and wanted to extend




Oh, they kept the non-
rainout streak going by
waiting two hours, 46
minutes for the monsoon to
stop. But then they went out,
got just two hits off John
Candelaria and Ed Whitson
and extended a negatiye
streak in doing so the
Pittsburgh Pirates won 3-1
to rand the Reds their fifth
straight loss and the 15th in
21 games.
"It'll end," said Reds
Manager Sparky Anderson,
"but I don't know when."
Time is running short. The
loss left Cincinnati six
games behind Los Angeles,
which blanked Montreal 4-0
to extend its first-place lead
in the National League's
West Division.
In the other games, the
Philadelphia Phithes clubbed
the San Diego Padres 6-1
and the Atlanta Braves
edged the Chicago Cubs 4-3.
Dodgers 4, Expos 0
Injuries to Rick Monday,
Bill North and Dusty Baker
forced Los Angeles to start
a makeshift outfield, with
regular second baseman
Dave Lopes playing in
center and catcher Joe
Ferguson in left.
But Lopes broke a
scoreless tie with his two-
run, seventh-inning homer
and Lee Lacy added a two-
run shot to back Burt
Hooton's four-hitter, his
second straight shutout.
The Expos, as usual,
didn't provide much offense
for Steve Rogers, 13-10. In
his 10 losses this year,
Montreal has managed 11
runs and has been shut out
twice.
Hooton, 15-8, won for the
10th time in 12 decisions.
Phillies 6, Padres 1
Greg Luzinski and Bob
Boone drove in third-inning
runs to help Jim Kaat
record the 260th victory of
his career.
That's well down on the
alltime list, but it brought
Kaat within one career
victory of the Padres'
Gaylord Perry, who has won
15 this season.
Braves 4, Cubs 3
Jeff Burroughs' second
homer of the game, a two-
run shot in the sixth inning,
gave him the National
League batting lead and
gave Atlanta its victory over
Chicago. Burroughs now
leads Pittsburgh's Dave





Chicken Fry Steak Meal
Includes FREE dessert sundae that you
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salad
bar, fries or baked potato. Stockade Toast,
drink. C'mon in during our "Month of Sun-



























Atlanta 4, Chicago 3
Pttlaburgh 3, Cincinnati 1
Philadelphia 6. Son Diego 1
Los Angeles 4, Montreal 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Genies
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New York Hausinan 2-21 at San Fran-
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lioese-111. Seattle 9 -__.
Baltimore 7, Oakland 3
Milwaukee It, Detroft I
New York 4. California I
Kansas (317 3, Chicago 2
Texas 11, Toronto 3
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Tuesday's Gomm
Bowed* (McLaughlin 6-4) at Melon
I DM, 14), (C)
Ouldand (Merits .11-11 at Baltimore
ID Martian 111.16),
I, M psi) e 9(Paplogle) Ili at Cleveland
Wise 
Minnesota (Oohs 164i at, Detroit I MI-
MI 114). (11)
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Somerset Heads AA Grid Poll
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. -
Louisville Doss, Montgomery
County and Frankfort suf-
fered losses and dropped
from the rankings in their
respective classes, but the
leaders remained the same
in The Associated, Press'
high school football poll
released today.
Four other teams cracked
the rankings for the first
time in the poll by a panel
of sportswriters and spor-
tscasters: Ballard and
DeSales tied for No. 5 in
Jefferson County AAAA;
Danville claimed the fifth
spot in AAA, as did Nicholas
County in A.
Trinity, a 35-0 victor over
Valley, remained atop the
Jefferson County AAAA
rankings with five No. 1
votes. Bishop David, which
defeated Lexington Bryan
Station 20-0, captured the
other two No. 1 votes and
was a close second. St.
Xavier edged Thomas
Jefferson 7-3 and was third.
Stuart remained fourth with
a 15-14 win over Doss.
DeSales shut out Atherton
26-0 'and Ballard blasted
Seneca 33-7.
Bowling Green, which has
not begun play,-captured 15
first-place votes and led the
pack in State AAAA.
Lexington Tates Creek
defeated Shelby County 7-3
and moved from fourth to
second with four first-place
votes. Greenup County, 1-0,
tied for second last week
with Henderson County, was
idle this week and fell to
third. Boone County moved
up a notch to fourth with a
17-14 victory over Covington
Catholic. Henderson County
fell to fifth after a 34-20 loss
to Evansville, Ind., Reitz,
but got a No. 1 vote.
Russell, 1-0, was idle this
week, but captured 12 No. 1
votes and headed the field in
AAA for a second straight
week.
Fort Thomas Highlands,
which has not yet played,
collected three No. 1 votes
and remained second.
Newport Catholid also
received three No. 1 votes
and rose two notches to No.
3 with a 35-13 victory over
Simon Kenton. Franklin-
Simpson edged Allen County





County, 0-2, thirdranked last
week, lost to Madison
Central, 6-0, and fell from
the rankings.
Somerset belted Covington
Holmes 41-0 and received 19
first-place votes to remain
topranked in AA.
Mayfield, with a 28-0
decision over Lone Oak,
received the other first-pace
vote and gained sole
possession of second. Corbin,
tied with Mayfield last week,
beat Hazard 27-0, but slipped
to third. Heath defeated
Uniontown, Tenn., 21-0 and
rose one place to fourth.
Middlesboro, a 6-0 loser to
Morristown, Tenn., fell to
fifth.
Paintsville, which has yet
to play, received 13 first-
place ballots and remained
No. 1 in Class A.
The next three teams
retained their positions of
last week. No. 2 Harrod-
sburg defeated Ludlow 28-6
and received four first-place
votes. Third-place Bellevue
defeated Dayton 15-12 and
collected two No. 1 votes.
No. 4 Fort Campbell's game
with Warren Central was
postponed by rain. Nicholas
County defeated Richmond
Madison 13-6 and claimed
the No. 5 spot from Frank-
fort, a 9-6 loser to
Prestonsburg.
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Here are the top five ranked
teams in each class of Ken-
tucky nigh school football,
with records, first place votes
in parentheses and total
points.
Jefferson Co AAAA
1. Trinity (5) 1-0 66
2.Bishop David (2) 1-0 60
3.51 Xavier 1-0 38
4.Stuart 1-0 20
5.Ballard (tie) 1 0 6
DeSales 1-0 6
State AAAA
1.Bowling Green (15) 0-0 162
2.Tates Creek (-4) 1-0 130
3.Greenup Co 1-0 126
4. Boone Co 1-066
5.Henderson Co (1) 0-1 46
State AAA
1.Russell (12) 1-0 170
2.Highlands (3) 0-0 146
3.Newport Cath (3) 1-0 112
4.Fkn-Simpson (2) 1-0 92












Somerset (19) 10 196
Mayfield (1) 1-0 14.1




Paintsville (13) 0-0 174
Harrodsburg (4) 1-0 160
Bellevue (2) 1-0 112
Ft Campbell 0-0 64
Nicholas Co 1-0 28
Final Day Win Climaxes
Americans' Domination











from Fort Meyers Beach,
Fla., took the men's 100-
meter freestyle in 50.24
seconds.
The American team of
Robert Jackson, Nick Nevid,
Joe Bottom and McCagg
finished the men's medley
relay in 3:44.63.
In addition to its 23 golds,
the United States won 14
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ny ANDY LANG
AP Newideatures
The story goes — and there is
at lead one written account of it
— that Imlay years ago, pro-
fessional wood finishers in some
factories had to take off all their
clothes before applying varnish
to furniture
Why' Because the dust and
lint from their clothes would
have settled on the wet surfaces
and ruined the work. It doesn't
matter much whether the tale
has been exaggerated, because
the premise behind it is as true
then as now.
Whether old-line natural.
resin varnishes or the newer
and better synthetic varnishes.
their enemy continues to be
dust
All newly finished surfaces
must be kept free of dust, but
the battle need not be as intense
against such quick-drying
materials as lacquer and shel-
lac
When varnish is being used, it
is important the project be
carried out in a room which no
one is likely to enter while you
are at work and preferably for
several hours The room should
ON THE -
HOUSE to,
be as dust-free as possible,
which in some cases means us-
mg a vacuum cleaner before
starting, working very care-
fulls. since the procedure itself
sometunes stirs up dust
After the surface has been
sanded, it must be wiped thor-
oughly with turpentine or nun-
eral spirits to get rid of the grit
caused by the sanding Pros use
a tack rag, which is moistened
with turpentine and a bit of
varnish You can buy one at
almost any hardware or paint
sore
If you wish to make one,
sprinkle a clean cloth with tur-
pentine and then add a little
varnish Ring out the cloth until
nearly dry, then wipe the sur-
face with it After you have fin-
ished with it. put it in an airtight
metal container and it can be
used over and over again The
techniques of using varnish,
lacquer, shellac, stain, bleach,
etc , are detailed in Andy
Lang's booklet. "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
self-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O Box 477,
wr:-A 4
)ohn Smith Cynthia Gamble
From Gallery of Homes Agent Cynthia Gamble
REAL ESTATE VS DOW JONES
When we compare the results over the past 18
years between stock market profits and real estate
increases, well see quite a dramatic difference in
dollars.
In the decade from January 1960, to January 1970,
the Dow Jones Industrial average jumped from 688
to 800 - an increase of 16 percent in ten years.
During the same ten-year period, the average home
price increased from $18,307 to S27,022 - an ap-
preciation of 48 percent or triple the Dow.
By January. 1978, the Dow Jones average still sat
around the 800 level for an 18-year appreciation of
16% while home prices continued to increase faster
than the cost of living to $48,600 - up 263% since
1960. Today, the Dow Jones is far below its peak (it
reached 1,000 in Spring of 1977) while home prices
keep rising faster than the cost of living.
No matter how you slice the cake, an investment
in real estate over the past 18 years has proven to
more than triple the stock market increase. And the
trend is widening in favor of real estate.








calls for the use of a picking.
stick. Here again you can buy
one, although only in certain
stores But you can accomplish
the same purpose -L. removing
dust specks - with an ordinary
wooden toothpick. Lightly touch
the end of the toothpick to the
bit of dust and it will conic up.
'The wet varnish will then close
in around the spot and smooth it
out This works only when the
varnish is still very wet.
Varnish is applied with flow-
ing brush strokes. Do not brush
it back and forth. Work against
the grain of the wood in a small
area, then do the same thing
with the gram. Stroke the brush
across the can or something
similar to remove excess
varnish, then draw the bristles
lightly across the work surface
with the grain. This last oper-
ation, in which only the tips of
the bristles touch the surface, is
called tipping and is an im-
portant smoothing-out step.
Some varnishes require only
a single coat, but this depends
en a number of factors, in-
cluding the kind of surface to
which the varnish is applied.
Since different manufacturers'
brands call for different treat-
ments, read the label carefully.
, If you apply more than one coat,
each should be sanded lightly
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THIS VERY COMPACT one-bedroom house is designed for
a waterfront location. The entrance to the 690 square-foot
house is handy to the carport and brings one directly into the
center of the house. There is an 181-Y by 20',i square foot
living-dining area to the left. To the right there is the kitchen
mid the bedroom .suite. The utility room with a small
workbench at) and the washer IW I and hot water heater have
an outside door, handy to the garden and the yard. For more
information, write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to Jan Reiner, architect, 1000 52nd Street North,
St Petersburg, Fla., 33710
Home Hints 
Rubbings Excel As Wall Hangings
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
Brass rubbing, a traditional
-English craft of tracing me-
dieval plaques onto paper, is
stirring new enthusiasm in
America. The reproductions
make highly distinctive wall
hangings.
The brass plaques, them-
selves, were set in the pave-
ment of English churches and
over tombs, particularly during
the 1300s to the 1600s, to com-
memorate celebrities in eccle-
siastical, civil, or other realms.
One of the most famous
brasses is at the church at
Stratford-on-Avon, England,
where many tra,velers have,
read the Elizabethan legend:
• ' Good trend for Jesus sake
forbeare.
To digg the dust encloased
heare.
Blese be ye man yt spares
thes stones. -
And curst be he yt moves my
bones." .
The plaque was set above the
tomb of William Shakespeare.
Rubbing began long ago' when
history buffs and persons re-
searching ancestral roots ob-
tained permission to make
copies of the plaques They
placed specially prepared
parchment-like paper onto the
brass and rubbed it with .wax
crayons,much like placing pa-
per on a coin and tracing its
image with a pencil, except that
the intricacies and exquisite
detail of the commemorative
plaques yielded works of art.
Now the London Brass Rub-
bing Centre has exported the
craft to America.
The British group has ren-
dered reproductions of 4,000
original plaques --- exact repli-
cas from which paper 'copies
can be rubbed.
Copies of knights, ladies,
merchants, lords, priests, and
other medieval personnages
were brought recently to the
wn aton Cathedral. Wash-p
repare
homes fo
Vacation homes are a re-
-lasing hideaway, but they
also are a responsibility. esc
pecially between seasons. If
you spend a few hours in the
fall preparing your house for
the winter, you will save both
time and expense when it is
reopened in the spring.
Here are some helpful re-
minders to put on your win-
terizing checklist:
*Broken water pipes are
•no way to begin a summer
season; remember to turn off
the main waterline and drain
pipes to prevent them from
freezing during the winter.
• Strip the linens off all
beds. If you leave the beds
made-up. the sheets may be:
come damp and musty and
attract unwanted, pesty in-
sects.
• Phone the utility com-
pany to turn off service for
the winter months; discon-
tinuing gas . and electric ser-
ington,D.C.; the Old North
Church in Boston; Christ's
Church in Philadelphia, and
New York City's 112-year-old
Church of the Resurrection.
Episcopal.
" Brass rubbing is not onl
rewarding, it's therapeutic and
less expensive than needle-
point," says Ruth Wiltshire,
British-born secretary of the
Churth of the Resurrection
where 40 replicas are exhibited.
" We've had people Iron
Colorado and Texas and all over
the United States. They're here
on holiday vacation) and some
get so fascinated they spend two
or three days a week just sitting
here ..and rubbing."
The process, itself, is simple.
First is the choice of the sub-
ject. One Of the earliest in the
collection is Sir William --FRI-
ralph of Pebrnarsh. ESSOK, cir-
ca 1327.
Perhaps the most popular lik-
eness is called the-Lace Lady.
Lady Margaret Peyton of Isle-
ham, Cambridgeshire, 1484, de-
picted in an intricate lace gown
and flowing headdress. The
panel is 2 feet long and 15 inches
wide.
Next is the choice of color of
the stubby beeswax crayon -
copper, gold, silver or black.
Then the rubbing paper, black
or white'
Smoothing (he paper across
the brass surface,  one rubs with
the crayon lightly at first to get
the design, and then more
heavily to intensify the color It
takes less than an how- to
produce a portrait that can be
framed or used as a wall
hanging, or even reproduced as
a Christmas card.
The final effect is what you
have chosen.- says Miss Wilt-
shire. -That is what makes it
so personal and such a good gift.
And, for people who don't have
the time for rubbing, we also
have finished products fur sale
at a nominal charge "
Miss Wiltshire explained that
royalties go to the English
summer
r winter
vice is not only 'economical,
but an important safety pre-
caution, as well.
Also, check with the phone
company to suspend service
until further notice. This will
lower your monthly bill and
avoid a re-installation charge
next season.
Inform the post office to
stop all delivery and to for-
ward mail to your winter ad-
dress.
• A thorough cleaning of all
walls, floors, and other
washable surfaces to remove
spills and splatters left-over
from summer fun will make
reopening of the house and
spring cleaning less hectic.
To make the fall clean-up
task quick and easy, use Fan
tast it& spray cleaner in every
room. Just spray soiled areas
with the spray cleaner and
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churches possessing the origi-
nal plaques, and that the reve-
nue cis helping many poor
churches there.
But UMS churches benefit
too. She said that there is no
admission charge to see the ex-
hibits here, and only a small fee
is asked for the beeswax and
paper and instructions for
persons doing their- own rub-
bing. But the increased traffic Is
beneficial.
For instance," she said.
•this church has littie endow-
ment and the exhibit has en-
abled us to remain open seviiii
days a week. Many churches in
New York are open only one day
a week."
'For -further information,
contact the Church of the Re-
surrection, 115 East 74th Street,
New York, New York
Here s the Answer EEI
By ANDY LANG
AP Newafeatures
Q.—On one side of our
house, there are two window
wells u the two basement
windows. have worked
very well Over the years, but
lately one of them fills up
quickly whenever there is a
heavy rain. The water over-
flows and seeps through the
basement window even though
it appears to be tightly closed.
Why is this happening and is
there any way to fix it?
— The fact that the wells
worked for so long and that only
one of them now is affected is an
almost certain sign that
something has gone wrong with
the drainage system at that
point along the outside of the
house. When a window well is
dug, the bottom of it is lined
with gravel to facilitate drain-
age or — and this is a better
method -- drain tile is placed
there to permit the water to flow
away from the house. You will
have to remove some of thc dirt.
from the bottom of the well and
see what you can find. If there is
drainage tile, see whether it has
become clogged with dirt that
has hardened. If not, loosen up
the soil as much as you can,
then lay about 4 inches of
gravel. Or you can put down
drainage tile to take the water
away from the foundation, a
method that is best but entails a
considerable amount of digging.
Q. — We are planning to make
a lot of use of our fireplace
during the cold weather, but we
also want to save energy and
money. Is there some way we
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Ceiling Tile 15% OF
F
(541n.
Particle Board cash £ $R55Urn
! lAssociated Lumber/7-
i 623 S. 4th753-5712 
that goes up the chimney' I
remember reading one tune
about something that can be
used in the fireplace opening to
save this heat. We don't want a
whole new fireplace unit, just
something ste can add to the
present setup
A. — There are many such
devices on the market and each
manufacturer thinks his is the
best. Go to a dealer who sells
fireplace equipment and see
what the choices are. A local
store usually has someone who
can give you advice on the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of
each type. Also, see if any
neighbor or relative has one. He





Murray, Ky. 42071 7534150
We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warranty & Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
buiW kits or sot from my wow or sridl. Soo working nualisla oa display
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New Tr -Convertible Grill
Range Series 3300
No. 11$333—Here's Jenn-Ai,
ultimate countertop grill rawe
for beauty cooking flexibility
You select from black .,or white
glass ceramicu si. or
cenvendonal e (Unit ac-
cepts three tn. element
cookiop eartaest) Includes
one tostrerts to
twin with optional ac
Permanent grill-rock car-
tridges, electrically heated, turn
smoke into flavor, It's a proven
concept of indoor cooking that
puts dramatic flair and fun) in-
to every meal, snack or party!
Try late-night hamburgers .
or hot dogs... or Chick succulent
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The football program has been established in all the
.Calloway County Schools during the past year. his en-
deavor would not have been successful without the
combined effort of the many intere d individuals/
groups, and businesses within Murty and Calloway
County. We wish to thank ey one listed below for
their financial and moral ,support which made this a
successful venture.
CALLOWA COUNTY ATHLETIC
BOOS r S AND CALLO WAY
• k











Federal Savings I. Loan
Interstate Battery
Waldrop, Sykes & Allbritten
Murray Warehousing


















Charles & Ann Hoke
Murray Lions Club
Civitan Club
Stokes Tractor & Implement
Tappan Co.
Russell Moss
Overbey, Overbey, & Overbey
Lindsey's Jewelers
Moose Lodge













The Murray Ledger & Times









Dr. H. C. Denham
Don Dowdy
Ben Nix




































Gene & Jo's Flowers





Herman & Randy Roach
James Housden
Rose's Wheel Alignment
William & Mary Ryan


















Robert & Janice Rogers
Rob & Betty Darnell
Cal. Co. Booster Club
John D. Burton
Dale G. Nance
Kathryn Garrison (Youth Shop)











Grower's Loose Leaf Floor
Warren Seed Co.
Mark Cunningham
Calloway County Soil Improvement
Calloway County Lumber
R. C. & B. Pork Farms
Murray Appliance










Bel Air Decor Store
Wallis Drugs, Inc.
Charles E. Hargrove






























There have been many anonymous contributors and a possibility of
omission of someone, or group in the above list. We would like to have a
complete listing of all contributors, therefore if your name or group is.
omitted, please call the Calloway County Bd. of Education office (753-
3033) immediately.
Anyone wishing to contribute in the future may do so by mailing your
contribution to:
Football Program
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The Classified Ad Department of the
Ledger and Times is at present in the
process of changing to computer typeset-
ting.
WE request your indulgence and ask that
you check your ad carefully to determine
if it contains any errors or has inad-
vertently been left out.
If you discover errors in your ad please
call
753-1916
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GET ME A  
DRINK OF WATER
FROM THE ) 
BROOK
4E5, I'D LIKE TO TALK
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first insertion of ads for
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US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.
BID INVITATION
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray
Public Schools Board of Education at the office of
the Board, Poplar at 9th Street, Murray, Kentucky
until 12:00 Noon D.ST., Thursday, September 7,
1978, for the furnishing of all labor, materials, ser-
vices and equipment required to complete Roof
Repair at Murray High School, Carter School, and
Robertson School, Murray, Kentucky. At the ap-
pointed time all proposals will be open and read.
Plans and specifications will be on file at the office
of the Board of Education and may be picked up by
all bidders. The Murray Board of Education reser-




40 cars for sale or trade. Some`for re-
sale and others for parts only. Good
location for rent. Will consider trade of




NO I ALREADY NAVE
HER NUMBER...I 1üA5
HOPING qOU COULD TELL-
ME 5OMET4IN6 ELSE ...
4,0 A
"&$.744.011. 0/11011
WHAT AM I ?..HOW
-IC I -.GET „.
HERE Z MAJOR'
WHAT DO : SAY
WHEN SHE ANSWERS
THE PHONE ?
MISS BUXLEY QUITS \
PROMPTLY AT FIVE, BUT
HER MEMORY SURE
VVORKS OVERTIME




























Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar .
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
THE BLUE GRASS CB Club
will be selling coupons for a 8
x 10 .color picture to raise











Fire . . . 753-1411
Police. 753-1621
Resale  753-4952







Poison Control .  153.7531
Senior Citizens .  753-0919
Keeilline  1534111D








S. LOST & FOUND
LOST-GOLDEN male
Cocker Spaniel from SOO
Broad St. Call 753-1462 Of 753-
3190.
SMALL WHITE female dog




Housewives. Would you like
to earn $75.00 for 15 hours







8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, 75231
BABY SITTER in my home.
Must have own tran•
sportation along with
references. Call 753 7318 or
753-5455.
- -
BREAF AST COOK needed at
Triangle Inn. So 12th. St.
Apply In person from 10 a.m.
to 2
BABY SITTER Needed in
my home, two small children
afternoons. 753-0062 before 3
 assnommarlinn.
CAME RAMA N- Stripper-
Combination job in offset
-plant. 1 mniediate opening
Full time, steady. Will ,hire
experienced person or will
train someone who has some
experience. Winchester
Printing Services. 753 5397,
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.
DAY AND NIGHT shift,
male- and female, apply in
person, Burger Queen, North
15th, Murray.
NEED WOMEN to sit in my
home for two small children.
Monday thru Thursday, 9 am
to 2 pm. Call 753-9501.
YORK SPRING Co. Will be
hiring August 29, 1978. Apply
at 203 S. 2nd. St. or call 753-










shift only, hours 7
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Ap-
ply in person only to
Hungry Bear
Restaurant 1409 W.
Main. No phone calls
please.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DO YOU want the finer
things in Life? Earn full time
income in spare time. Call 1
554-5278.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
Am LOOKING for guitar
students-all styles-all ages.
Contact Monte Fisher at
Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
14. WANT TO BUY
JR. GIRL Scout uniforms.
Sizes 8-14, Cali 489-2510.










Two living room lamps. TV
antena. Call 753-0191.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x 4'-4' x 12'
at 50 cents per sq. foot
Cabinet door hinges at 10
cents per pair. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue.
,rrei mums' somas ONCE POO ON
'PRINTING
102 N. 4411 - 753-5397
F R IG I DAI RE Refrigerator
with crosstop freezer,
autotnetic defrost excellent
condition and antique player
piano with rolls. 753-4736.









I-0 Mint Penny 25 vs.
1,..1961IS Penny firm)
I -tore I960-D Smolt
Date Penny
IS Mint Penny-25 yrs.
Plus Free two S 101
Plus Our Free Gift
Plus Ow Free Brochure
Siend 1.3.95 end 2$' peeing*
to.
.11M DoRNINO & CO.
Wt. S. Pie MI Vi•onsposi Viler
Sato's*, Ps IISOS
GLAMAR TOP kitchen and
vanity tops now at Roy's
Carpenter Shop. Quick
delivery, standard &
customized. Easy you do-it
instructions or we install
753-124.
GE REFRIGERATOR,-15 cu
ft, no-frost,white, 4 months
old, 1350, Fridgadaire





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. Stk
ONE,f REE Standing conical




Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
16. HOME Fyn NISHINOS
ANTIQUE KITCHEN
cabinet, wood top,
refinished, brass knobs, roll
top also have old three door
Icebox, refinished, brass
hinges and handles $85
Phone 7531611
FOR SALE: Tappan Stove
floor model, coppertone like
new, $125.00. Wood desk, full
size, $60. Message table,
oriental table, neon sign
3.x5', 2 wicker chairs,
oriental furnishings. Call
after 6 p.m. 753-5281.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE-Tobacco and
tomato stick. Call 489-2126.
FOR FERGERSON tractor,
everything in excellent
condition, $1200. 1964 Chevy
pickup, V8, straight shift,
runs good, $350. 1961 Falcon,
two-door, straight shift,
engine perfect, $350. Call 753-
8120.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
'77 JET boat and trailer, 18'
with Oldsmobile engine used
4 times. 527-8171.
1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161/2 ft., 175 horsepower
Evinrude, Brown and gold
metalflake. Call 753-66.47
22. MUSICAL
A COMPLETE set of
Premier drums with sym-
bols, wood tone, one carrying




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees In
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to ad-
vanced. Rental purchase







not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open




used organs. Lonardo Piano
Co., across from Post Office,
Paris, Tenn.
TRUMPET FOR sale: Ideal
' for beginners. $75. 753-9569.
VETTO CLARINET in ex-






party to take over
spinet piano. Easy ter-
ms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, 11. 62231.
24. MISCELLANEOUS





753-5136 after 5 p.m.
26. TV-RADIO
FOR SALE: Zenith console
color TV. $125. Must sell. 753-
9569.
SONY COMPONENT Set 8
track, turntable, AM FM,
radio, speakers, can record 8
track. Call 753-7741.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
12 x 60 2 BR mobile home,
excellent condition, utility
room, 489-2774 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: Mobile home, 3
BR, 1/2 bath, completely
carpeted, furnished wih
house furniture, under-
pinning, tie-downs, patio and
awnings. Extra "SHARP".
Call 753-0035.
1974 HOMETTE, 12 x 54
Mobile Home. Partially
furnished. Excellent con-
dition. Call 7534139 after 4
pm.
21. MOB. HOME RENTS
2 BEDROOM mobile home
for rent, 1 mile out of town,
for 1 or 2 adults, $50 deposit,
$85 month, water furnished,
753-5405, after 5 pm.





mobile home spaces for rent,
at Riviera Courts. Call 753-
3280.
W. BUS. RENTALS
OFF ICE BUILDING across
from Murray Post Office,
available September 1
Phone Max Brandon, 753-
)975
OFFICES AND SHOPS, in
National Hotel building
which Is being renovacated.
Will decorate according to
your desires. Has been
freshly painted. Contact
Wells Purdom 753-5315 or 753-
1347.
- 11. WANT TO RENT
SMALL APARTMENT, up or
low flat in house for quite
graduate student. Please call
762-2231 during day.
WANT TO Rent TO: Two girls
who will share apartment.
Call 753-3141.
YOUNG COUPLE wants to
rent a house or large trailer,
furnished or partly fur-
nished, in or near Murray.
Call before 11 am or after 10
pm. 354-8918.
31. WANT TO RENT
YOUNG COUPLE Want to
rent a house or large trailer.
Funrished or partly fur-
nished. In or near Murray.
Call before 11 a.m. or after 10
p.m. 354-8918.
12. APTS. FOR RENT
THREE BR Apt. available
Septerrnber 1, 1978. Call day
753-8395 or nights 753-2736.
HOUSE
HuNTING?
Located on wooded lot is this small but unique cottage
with living room with fireplace; built-in range in kitchen;
and screened porch.. Won't be on market long at this
price.
JUST ON THE MARKET TODAY - Sunny and Cheerful. 2
bedroom brick-fully equipped kitchen-walk to Southside
Shopping Center.. lust for you and priced in the 20's
lovely landscaping for your outdoor enjoyment .
Spacious living room with Franklin fireplace, formal
dining plus eat-in kitchen-double garage-low 30's.
rTzdo






rice - already properly coned and only priced in the 10's
sleonrdaspaitrstelm
Throw out the Aspirin! Your house hunting headaches
are over! Take one glance at this) bedroom frame .. fen
red in backyard. close to schools and shopping.
Dear Abby. What would you recommend for a young
couple in love and tired of renting?
4111- IOU T T A LOSS REAL TORS and let us show you this
little 2 bedroom, 1 bath, priced in the teens. Owner
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32. APTS. FOR RENT




14. HOUSES FOR RENT
NEAR MSU 1 BR house
unfurnished or furnished
Call 1530430 or 7538131.






11. LIVE STOCK-SU PP.
REG. AMERICAN Saddle
Bred mare and colt, bred to







puppies, LONG ears and sad
faces, $125. 753-0672 nights.
41. PUBLIC SALES
SALE CONTINUES Tues.
thru Fri. 8-6 p.m. enlarger,
single lothr- IS size 8-10,
skates, tables, isj5. scarp
iron, station won carrier,
1711 Hiliday Dr.
YARD SALE 111 N. 9th.
Thurdsday only 9-? Children
clothes, sports equipment,
shoes, blue jeans, ect.
43. REAL ESTATE
Homeowners Insurance 25%
Discount If You Qualify. See
Worn SRNs for sore is-
fortistlsi. Wilma leoweerce
sod Real htute - 302 N.
12th • /53•3263.
43. REAL ESTATE
JUST REDUCED. This very
nice mobile home just off
Hwy 280 on large lot. Mobile
In excellent condition. Best
underpinning, new septic
tank and field tile. Should see









Drive down Main Street and
take a look at this impressive
2 story home. Lots of living
area which Includeds 4
bedrooms, study, dining
room,den, living room,plant
room, basement and central
natural gas heat. Price now




Jost listed - Oaks Istate - 3
IM 2 MTh home es extra largo
corner let. Ceatral gas heat,
central sir, hardwood floors
throughan, fireplace, island
hitches with doable . 3
car garage. Al onside trim is
aluminum, maintenance free
home. b0..
42 Acre fares with 3 II brick
borne. Located South of
Murray on blacktop. This form
has good teedable lend, ern-
haillags. House bet her.
*weed floors, central pp
heat full basement. Good
location, removably prices'.




Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air eqripment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.




is now accepting applications for hourly em-
ployees. Must be willing to work any of 3
shifts and be able to perform a variety of job
skills.
Persons interested should apply in person
at the personnel office of the Tappan Co.





Appliance group, Murray Operation, Murray,
Ky. 42071.






Ni Sycamore Morreo, Ky.
HOUSE AND 6 Acres- Here
Is that rare home buying
opportunity of a good home
plus acreage plus close to
town location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom brick
home with central heat and
air and low utility bills. Lots
of the great outdoors with
apple trees, garden spots and
outside building suitable for
horse stable or storage.





a home. A good 3 BR house
and Mobile Home Park, wlh
15 rental spaces, good water
supply and complete
plumbing, on 9 Prime
Development acres, with 499'
frontage, 3 miles south of
Murray on 641. Owner
retiring. Priced for quick
sale. Call C. 0. Bondurant




I 1 11 FO-






South 12th at Sycamore
Til rPHONE253.19Gt
FREE 1978 Buick Skylark
with the purchase of this-
lovely 3 BR -2 full bath
"DOLL HOUSE". Within
walking distace of the lake.
You will get a complete
kitchen with a wesher and
feedryer that matches your,easy to care for home. Total
' price for all $55,000. Call 753-







indows, door locks, cruise,
tilt, AM-FM, 8 track. 7591107.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
WILL DO Plumbing repair
work. No job to small. Call
day or night, 753-3918.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,1975 CONTINENTAL Mark 
Box 409 A., Paducah, Ky.IV, red and white, one owner,
42001. Phone day or night 1-low miliage, like new. S6350.
Call 436- 2427 . - -442-7026.
1978 CADILLAC, Coupe de
Ville, Loaded, 9000 miles,
white with red trim. Call 437-
123/
"WHAT PEOPLE PONT UNDERSTAND
IS THAT ALL US ELVIS PRESLEY FAN 1p6r otgrTM I ya 5won't 'on
UNDERSTAND IS E LVI g PRE SL I I blacktop county road. CAil
44. LOTS FOR SALE
assimesissolloW 41. REAL ESTATE 43. REAL ESTATE
'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch'.
NEWLY LISTED . . .
Good looking 6 room, 3
bedroom brick located
Just 2 miles SE of
Murray on 121. At-
tractive kitchen offers






area on Lt acre lot.
Double wide black top
driveway to carport.
Low 30's. Better Call
Now! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, - 105 N.
12th.
NEED THREE bedrooms
two baths, near city schools,
family room with Franklin
fireplace, priced In the 30's
??? We've got it! Need
financing? We've got that
too! Call 753-1492 LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS or 753
1499.
NEW LISTING. Three
bedroom bungalow on quite
street. Home is neat as a pin
with maintaince free
aluminum siding and
economic natural gas heat,
plus extra lot which would be
excellent for large garden.
House and extra lot priced
right in the 20's. Owner will








With The Fnendly Touch"
•UNBELIEVABLE
PRICE . . . This 3
bdrm., 2 bath, B.V.
'
laresetttly - melee- ten-/
struction. Buy now &
select your colors, car-
peting, etc. This home
has many desirable
features, including en-




Estate, 105 N. 12th.
AMPHITHEATRE seats
1200, 2 extra lots for ex-
pansion and parking. Stage
and dressing rooms, 6000
watt lighting system,
completely fenced, on Hwy
68 between Aurora and
Jonathan Creek, The, Mecca
for Ky Lske Tourists. Ideal
for theatre work ..:hop, local
theatre groups, entrepreneur
could use for all types of
businesses. THE NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center, 759
1707.
OPPORTUNITY FOR your
business- Now available up
to 1400 square foot of car-
peted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
building to develope your
own business...ideally
located. Ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for you








With The Friendly Touch"
TO CHOICE
LAKEVIEW: Two
Good lakeview lots on
Lakeshore Drive in
Pine Bluff Shores.
Priced At Only $3,350.
PLUS, two lot 124'
frontage in Cypress




NEAR THE UNIVERSITY -
Two bedroom brick home, 2
block; from University.




central natural gas heat and
15' x 20 ' brkk storage
building are extra nice
features. Priced to sell fast








RARY: Glassed wall in foyer
brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths.Ad one acre land two




CHARMER Just listed brick
ranch home with central heat
and air, lovely landscapted
lawn, fenced backyard and
lots of other pleasent
features in this dream home.
Priced in the 30'. Located at
1619 Kirkwood Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY 753-
1222 for an appointment to
view this fine home.
WE HAVE just listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a central
location. This Is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
close to shopping downtown,
school and hospital. The
home included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dish-
washer. Call JOHN C
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206
N 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531
 s to see this good buy.
P A. CrWTtFirD
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
oo South 13th- Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 4 2 0 7 1










Moored and ready. Bp to 12 H. Also barn style, offiati, cottages,
mobile home ed-ons, and patios, or U-111.111.1), pre art coelltirt919 reedyto assemble up to 24 z60. Ivy the best for loss.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
FOR SALE by owner: Lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft. of Hwy.
94. City water, no restric-
tions, not in a subdivision.
Call Bob Futrell 753-7668
days and 753-2394 nights.
LAKEVIEW LOTS in
restricted subdivision at 1973
prices. Central water, call
Robert Morris, 436-2473.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
AIR CONDITIONED, all
electric, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
part basement, dishwasher,
stove, disposal, on large lot
In Keniana Subdivision', Call
436-2173.
HOUSE AND Approximate')




closets, 2 baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room, centre
gas heat and electric air, 
entry hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining area,
kitchen with dishwasher and
disposal, built-in stove with
hood, food center and many
cabinets. Central vacuum,
patio with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high
school, 804 Minerva Place,
753-0196 or 753-7906.
Dwais Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. ir
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South Murray, Ky
753-2617
1973 Chevrolet
Impale Coupe ... $1399.00
One owner, autoniatic,




4 speed. 34,000 miles.
1977 CRC
Pick-top  $3199.00





Big Dooley  $4999.00
1977 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo landau uyn.gri





Many more used and ow
cars and trucks to pick













Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, lac.
BY OWNER On Circarama
Dr. Brick, 3 BR, 1/2 bath,
living room and dining area
combined, family morn and
kitchen combined, seven
large closets patio with gas
grill, landscaped lawn,
appliances and curtairs with
home. Ready for immediate 
sale In desirable, quiet
neighborhood. Call 753-4673.
1971 DODGE Charger, V-8,
automatic, Gray wlh wife
vynil top. $650,00 call 489-
2200.
FOR SALE: Good condition
1971 Lincln Continental,
17,000 miles, loaded. Call 753-
6581.
1975 GRANADA 4DR, $2,600.
Burgundy-gray. 1975 Fiat
X19, Convt.', $2,800. Blue,
38,000 miles. Both clean, 1704
Greenbrier, 753-4981.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1974 HONDA CL-200 wih
helmet, like new and
resonably priced. Call 444-
7821 after 5 p.m.
1978 HARLEY-Davidson
Superglide has some extras.
753-2815 or 492-8525.
1975 175 YAMAHA Enduro,
good conditon. $325 call 753-
0212.
49. USED CARS
30-A Model Sedan. $800, 753-
3496 or 753-6883.
1975 AUDI 100 LS, fuel In-
jection, 4-D. a-c, AM FM,
tape, automatic, power
Brakes and steering, new
Michelin XSX tires 21 mpg.,
$3100. 753-9866 after 5 pm
-+994- -Delete -Centers.; -00460
asking price. Can be seen at
Main Street Texaco. Call 753
7780.
1974 CORVETT, one owner
car, excellent condition, may
be seen at 509 Whitnell Ave.
or call 753-7311, after 5:30,
753-5455.
1073 TOYOTA Corona Mark
II .wagon. auto, air, new
tires, Excellent condition.
1,250.00. Call 753-3571 or 753
8124 after 5 pen
GEM TOP-For 1973 Thru
1977 El Camino. Phone 753-
1520 after 5:00 p.m.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1978 JEEP Honcho pickup.
AMFM tape, bucket seats„
tilt stering, sliding rear
glass, wide wheels and tires.
Call 753-4509 or 753-7357
1970 CHEVROLETT pickup
truck wlh topper, V-8,
automatic. CAII 753-8780
1975 DODGE VAN, Mao
wheels, white letter radials,
sun roof, AM-FM tape, flair's
and spoilers. Call 753-5227
after 5:30pm.
DATSUN PICKUP, 1974
model With bumper. Only
$2425 at Murray Datsun„ 601
S. 12th.
1972 DODGE Van, AM-FM-
tape, fully carpeted, craigar
mags. $1800. 1972 Chrysler
New Port Royal, 58,000
miles, $950. Call 753-5299,
after 5:30 call 492-8149.
SISERVICES OFFERED
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-







Drilling Co., 2.4 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
1978 PROCRAFT Bass Boat,
115 h.p. Evinrude, 2 depth
finders, silvertrol 12-24
trolling motor, overland
trailer. 15800, call 753-7648
after 5 p.m.
SPECIAL OFFER in-
troducing new vinyl siding by
Alcoa-. Free gutters with
vinyl or aluminum siding.
Call Byars Brothers and
Scots, 1-351-8951 or 1 362 4895.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs, barns,
farms and homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types





Also, dealers for Volcano II,-
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar





striping. For free estimates
call 7511537.
1977 MODEL PROCRAFT
1640 Bass 8°61,150 HP Black
Max motor, fully equipped.
Phone 753-9646.
PIANO TUNING and repair,
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 p.m







and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489-2774.
CAK E S OF All kinds made to
order, also homemade whole
wheat bread. Call Norma
Hai nsworth 753-7582.
FOR ALL Your carpentry,
roofing, painting, and carpet
laying needs contact Joe




For Free estimate, call 753-
1537.
SA. FREE COLUMN
FREE KITTENS, Phone 436
5502.
57. WANTED
WANT TO-buy Jr. Girl Scout,.
uniforms. Sizes 8-1/. Call 989-
2510.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen" with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
More Than A 3 Bedroom Brick
Tired of the same old 3 bedroom home? Just
check the features of this home. Guest bath has
extra large linen closet, master bath, large
shower & tub. Large living room with stone
fireplace, sliding glass doors to patio from dining
room, spacious kitchen cabinets, stove &
refrigerator stay with house, large closets in all
bedrooms, closet doors in master bath are
mirrored, outside entrance from master
bedroom opens onto deck, extra large Utility
area, room for extra appliance or sewing area.
Nicely landscaped lot with many trees. Lot size
200 x 101, central gas heat & central elect. air.
Located 5 miles East of Murray. All this for
#451000,--
The Nelson Shroat Co,,REALTORS
759-1707
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
FEATURED HOMES AT KOPPERUD REALTY
WHIP INFLATION NOW
With this spacious 3 BR, 2 bath home with living
room, den, kitchen & dining room. Lots of special
features for year-round enjoyment including
fireplace for that cold winter ahead, and large
wooden backyard deck for those summer
cookouts! You can enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for through a separate apart-
ment with vaulted beamed ceilings and a
fireplace. The apartment currently rents for $125
per month. This is another new listing so phone
us right away! Priced in the 40's
HOUSE AND 20 ACRES
Just listed quality brick ranch home and 20




Immediate possession on this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick home on Woodlawn Avenue. Fenced
backyard, Franklin fireplace and shady lawn
paint a pretty picture for pleasant living for you.
Priced in the mid 30's.
PRICE REDUCED $1000
Located on quiet street near the university-
quaint 2 bedroom bungalow with large fireplace,
wood-beamed ceilings and lots of charm
throughout. AISO garage apartment building
with 2 rental units-each bringing in good rate of
return. This entire package priced at $28,000.




This quality-built, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with
fireplace in Greatroom has just hit the market.
two car garage & beautifully landscaped yard
and many extras make this home one of the best
on today's market. Priced right. Low 50's.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Two bedroom brick home, 2 blocks from univer-
sity. Earn extra income with upstairs 1 bedroom
apartment with outside entrance. Full
basement, central natural gas heat, and 15' x 20'
brick storage building are extra nice features.




Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace, 1
block from university. Great Location and home
is in excellent condition. Priced in the 20's.
Vacant - Immediate Occupancy.
LIVE AND EARN
A three bedroom house plus a garage apt. near
the university. large rooms, fireplace, lit baths
and a lot with V trees. A new listing, call us
today. 30's
FRIENDLY LITTLE HOME
Three bedroom bungalow on quiet street. [Ionic
is neat as a pin with maintenance free aluminum
siding and economic natural gas heat, plus extra
, lot which would be excellent for large garden.





Extra sharp 3 bedroom 1'2 bath home with
garage, outside workshop, fenced yard plus an
extra lot. House has recently been painted inside
and out, has new carpeting a new roof with turbo
vents, and located only a few blocks from the
university. All for $37,500, but can be purchased
without the extra lot. Orive by 1710 Miller and
then call us. We make buying and selling real
estate easy for you.
PRIVACY PLUS
Privacy plus beauty is only part of this 3
bedroom home on 6 acres northwest of Murray.
A large garden, lots of trees make this very
economical 1,800 sq. ft. house one that you must
see. Franklin fireplace in family room and all





Marry Patterson 492-9302-Bill Rayburn 759-4900-Geri Andersen 153.7937 George Gallagher 703-11129-Bill Kopperud 753-1222
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Funeral services for Miss
Pamela Sue Crittendon of
Murray Route Seven will be
held Wednesday at 10:30
a.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Burial will follow in
the Dublin Cemetery in
Graves County.
Friends may call at the
!uneral home.
Miss Crittendon, age 17.
died Sunday at 6:55 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She had been injured Sunday
it about one a.m. when she
.'.as struck by a car on
Kentucky 94 at Lynn Grove
she was attempting to
cross the highway, according
to the office of Calloway
County Sheriff Max Morris.
The young girl was a
Junior at Calloway County
High School last year, but
had enrolled at Sedalia High
School this fall-.
Born April 26. 1961. she was
the daughter of Jack and
Janice Crittendon.
Survivors include her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Crittendon, and three sisters,
Mrs. Cynthia Frangenber,
Miss Susan Crittendon, and
Miss Brenda Crittendon, all
of Murray Route Seven;
paternal grandparents, Mrs.
Gertie Jackson of Murray
Route Seven and Henry
Crittendon of Sedalia Route
One; maternal grandparents,




The funeral for Mrs. R. T.
(Nora) Howard is being held
today at two p.m. at the
Sinking " Spring Baptist
Church, where she was a
Member, with the Rev.
Norman Culpepper and the
Rev. Billy Turner officiating.
Gus Robertson, Jr.. is soloist
and Richard Jones is
organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Charles Guthrie, Ronnie
Guthrie, Ed Carroll, Dr.
Russell Howard, Mark
Howard. and Lowell Key.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Howard, age 84, died
Sunday at 7:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, R. T. Howard,
Murray Route One; one
daughter. Mrs. Bee Guthrie,
Hazel Route.One; two sons,
W. Rudolph Howard,
Murray, and W. Voris
Howard. Fort Mitchell;
three brothers, Collins,





Final rites for Burie
Charlton of 608 Hurt Drive,
Murray, are being held
today at twn p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Omar Jenkins and the Rev.
A. H. McLeod, Jr., of-
ficiating, and Rick Barrow,
grandson, as organist.
Pallbearers are Rick,
Ronnie. and Randy Barrow,
4erry and Don Nelson, and
Dwain Elkins. Burial will
follow in the Pans
Cemetery.
Mr. Chariton, age 78, died
Saturday ak 11:55 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Hettie Evans C'harlton;
five daughters, Mrs. James
C. Wilson, Hazel, Mrs.
Alfred Duncan, Murray,
Mrs. Hugh Outland, Warren,
Mich., Mrs. Al --Barrow,
Lynn Grove, and Mrs.
Charles Tucker, Kirk.sey;
one son, Rune Dale
Charlton, Murray Route





Kentucky lake 7 a.m.
356.5
Below dam 302 0, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.5.
Below dam 303.3.
Sunset 7.31. Sundae 6:15.
Nelson E. Rhodes
Dies Here Monday
Nelson E. Rhodes of
Sedalia died Monday at 3:20
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 63
years of age.
Mr. Rhodes is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Orna Lee
Rhodes, Sedalia; one
brother, William Rhodes.
Sedalia; three sisters, Mrs
Effie Seay and Mrs. Ivo
Burt, Sedalia, and- Mrs.
Harold Hooks, DetroiteMich.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
with burial to follow in a
cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today (Tuesday).
. TIGHT FORMATION—A breezy afternoon on the Charles River finds these single
handed racers in a tight pack as they maneuver their MIT dinghy sail boats toward the
finish linein Boston, Mass
State Officials Say School
Year Off To A Smooth Start
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (AP) While
parents protesting unsafe road con-
ditions have closed schools in several
eastern Kentucky counties, state
education officials say the 1978-79
school year has gotten off to a smooth
start.
All of Kentucky's 181 school districts
will have begun classes by the end of
this week and local school officials
report their biggest problems have
been with kindergarten enrollments
and transportation.
They are the two basic problems we
have found in talking with local
superintendents," Randy Kimbrough,
deputy superintendent of instruction in
the state Department of Education said
in an interview Monday.
Mrs. Kimbrough said her staff will
have contacted all school superin-
tendents by the end 4_this week to see
what problems they are—having with the
opening of school.
Mrs. Kimbrough said other than good
natured-complaints about the hot
weather and the "routine, normal
everyday problems," no other
a problems have been encountered and
Kentucky schools have gotten off to a
smooth start.
"Things seem to be going pretty
smoothly," she said. "They are about
like last year. and I felt that was rev
tremely smetith."
The transportation problems Involve
a shortage of new school buses in ad-
dition to the protests over the conditions
of local roads.
Parents have complained about
unsafe conditions of roads in Martin,
Floyd, Knox, Harlan and Pike counties,
with five schools remaining closed
Monday in Pike County because of the
protests.
Paul Jones, director of public tran-
sportation, said coal trucks are also
presenting a problem in non-coal
,producing counties. He said the
heavily-loaded trucks are passing
school buses in some central and north
_central Kentucky counties at high rates
of speed while on their way to shipping
points on the Ohio River.
Another problem stems from the
failure Of an Arkansas firm to meet the
Aug. 1 delivery deadline for nearly half
of the 775 buses ordered by the state of
'Kentucky under a competitive bid
contract.
The state has granted the firm an
additional three months to complete the
orders, but in the meantime, some local
districts are facing a squeeze.
The Murray system was among those
systems that did not get the new buses
they ordered for the start of the 1978-'79
school year. According to school of-
ficials here, two buses are on order
from the Arkansas firm.
Jones said most people are getting
along better than he expected but minor
problems are occuring. He said most
school distncts are using spare or older
buses until the new ones are delivered.
Mrs. Kimbrough said the kin-
dergarten problems stem either from
too many students enrolled orWitt
enough. She said she is trying to get
districts with more students than they
anticipated additional money from
districts that don't have as many as
they were expecting.
Racial Tension Simmering In Three Towns
Across Mississippi; KKK Holds Rallies
By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press Writer
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Racial tension is simmering
in three Mississippi towns,
with the Ku Klux Klan
holding ever more strident
rallies in reaction to well-
organized black boycotts of
white merchants.
This weekend, 12 pickets
in a boycott-connected
march were arrested, in-
cluding four Roman Catholic
nuns. At a Klan gathering,
four Klansmen were em-
boldened to strip off their
hoods and reveal themselves
as a businessman and three
local police officers.
"There's no such thing as
the New South," says Alfred
"Skip" Robinson, a con-
tractor and veteran civil




(AP) • — With just one day
left in his  abbreviated
vacation, President Carter is
cramming in his fun with
horseback riding, fishing and
a rodeo show before
returning to Washington on
Wednesday.
Carter returned empty-
handed from a six-hour
fishing expedition on Mon-
day, but 'enjoyed a night out
watching cowboys ride bulls
and rope calves at a
Western rodeo.
He planned to go hor-
seback riding today and to




The Postal Service and
union negotiators are going
back to the bargaining table
under a delicately crafted
agreement that removes the
threat of a nationwide mail
strike for at least two
weeks.
Under the accord, the
Postal Service and three
unions will resume collective
bargaining for 15 days under
the auspices of a federal
mediator, who will arbitrate
any unresolved issues at the





millions of Ford owners of
potentially lethal tran-
smission defects.
The NHTSA has prepared
a consumer advisory bulletin
telling more than 9 million
owners of Ford cars and
light trucks that they should
shut off their engines before
leaving their vehicles.
The agenei is in-
vestigating connaints that
Ford automatic tran-
smissions have slipped from
park into reverse, resulting
in deaths and injuries.
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(AP) — More than 100 army
men were reported under
arrest today for plotting to
oust President Anastasio
Somoza as a general strike
spread and fighting was
reported outside Managua.
A highly placed source in
the national guard,
Nicaragua's 7,500-man army,
said 12 officers and 85
soldiers were arrested, but
another source put the total
at more than 100 and said
they included two colonels.
Informants said radio
messages about a coup were
reported broadcast openly
Sunday on the military
network.
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
Nonitalian cardinals played
a key role in the surprise
election of Pope John Paul
I, a prelate of pastoral
experience instead of a
veteran of the Vatican
C'uria.
Numbering 84 of the Ill
men who voted in the
cuarjax; last weekaspd. ,the
non-Italians • could have
ended the four-century hold
Italians have had on the
papacy. But they accepted,
and some reportedly
suggested, that another
Italian should succeed Pope
Paul VI.
rights leader who heads the
United League of
Mississippi. ''There's more..
racism in Mississippi in 1978
than there was in 1962."




A boycott of white-owned
businesses in Tupelo and
Okoloria, spearheaded by the
United League and punc-
tuated by weekly League
marches and occasional
Klan counter-rallies, has
spawned arrests and tense
confrontations.
The latest arrests came in
Lexington, a town of 2,700
people about 150 miles from
Tupelo in the ceritralsart oL
-The state, Wilere other
groups are leading the
boycott, also against white-
owned stores.
The protests, which began
in February, stem from the
Tupelo police department's
refusal to dismiss two
captains who were held
responsible by a federal
judge for beating a black
inmate.
The officers were demoted
and transferred to the fire
department. They eventually
resigned, but by that time
demands for their ouster
had coupled with broader
economic demands and the
boycott began.
Lexington's boycott, also
by blacks upset over alleged
police brutality and in-
sufficient minority hiring, is




pedestrians on the sidewalks
and charged 10 people, in-
cluding the nuns, with
disorderly conduct. Two men
were charged with
threatening an officer and
assaulting an officer.
The nuns, members of a
Franciscan order that has
done social work in the
black counaunite, and...
tively supports the boycott,
have been sharply criticized
by some residents.
The nuns said last week
that men parked .in carS
outside their house had
Insulted them and eggs had
been thrown at their car.
The harassment prompted a
rare news conference by the
Rev. Joseph Brunini, bishop
of the Diocese of Jackson.
The Klan has reacted to
the new black activity with
increased action of its own.
Klansmen .have not ap-
peared in Lexington, but in
Okolona Saturday, some
three dozen robed Klansmen
watched silently from behind
a row of helmeted police as
about 300 blacks marched
downtown to demand more
public and private sector
jobs.
Later that night, the
Klansmen reassembled for a
rally about 20 miles away in
Tupelo, a city of 4,000
rwoirlents whose to qi ?wages
have been boycotted for six
months.
Axaut 70 Klansmen were
joined at the rally by some
200 sympathizers.
The grand titan of the
Tupelo chapter unmasked
himself to reveal he was
local businessman Bill
Howard, who had remained
hooded at all previous public




revealed that they. were
members of their local
police forces.
The Klan has contended
throughout the unrest in
Tupelo that it is primarily
trying to protect whites from
harassment at the hands of
black demonstrators.
Black leaders have vowed
to continue their protest
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NA Rate Increase Opposed
At Series Of Public Hearings
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)— Another increase in
Tennessee Valley Authority
Electric rates was opposed
vigorously and variously
during seven public hearings
in the TVA region Monday
night.
The hearings were con-
ducted by senior TVA of-
ficials just two days before
Chairman S. David Freeman
is to act on a staff recom-
mendation for a 41+2 percent
rate hike to generate
another $120 million in
revenue next year.
The increase, to go into
effect Oct. 1 if Freeman
approves, would raise
average residential rates
$1.20 per 1,000 kilowatthours.
Unless the staff can show
that • costs cannot be
reduced, Freeman says he
.will likely turn down the
increase because of other
rate hikes totaling 25 per-
cent in the past 15 months.
Of the 600 people who
attended the hearings,
nearly half were in Chat-
tanooga, where TVA's seven-
state power system is
headquartered.
The largest interest group
represented at the hearings
were senior citizens who
complained that their fixed
incomes are being eaten
away by the cost of heating
their homes.
Roy Smith, a retiree who
spoke at the Knoxville
hearing, said he could
barely eke out a living after
paying his monthly utility
bill.
"I have to pay the same
as a man who makes $50,000
a year," he said. "I've done
everything „TVA said to cut
my use. I cut off my air
conditioner and used a fan;
I've insulated my home as
much as it can be in-
sulated."
TVA's program to double
its .power capacity with a
$13 billion investment in new
nuclear plants also came
under attack by citizens who
attended the hearings in
Knoxville and Nashville.
"The biggest cause for the
current rate increase is
TVA's stubborn over-
commitment to nuclear
power.. .and the high interest
expense associated with it,"
John Thomas, a Sierra Club
member, said.
TVA anticipates having to
pay more than $600 million
In interest on an $8 billion
debt next year, most of
going toward building six
new nuclear plants to meet
late 1980s power demands.
About 100 people atiended
the hearing at Memphis,
with 55 each at Knoxville
and Huntsville, Ala. Nash-
ville has 45 people at the
hearing there, 28 were at
Paducah, Ky., and 16 at-
tended the hearing at
Tupelo, Miss.
TVA serves most of








Four Pike County schools
remained closed Monday in
the wake of a protest by
parents over conditions at
the schools and poor bus
service.
Testimony Irt -Illegal Abortion




-(A-P)---- Testimony was to
begin today as the
prosecution presented its
case against a young
western Kentucky woman
charged with performing an
illegal abortion en herself
with a knitting needle.
Cornmonwealth's Attorney
Morris Lowe said he would
call seven witnesses in the
state's effort to prove that
Marla Elaine PitchfOrd
violated a law passed by the
1974 General Assembly.
If convicted, Miss Pit-
chford could receive 10 to 20
years in prison. Her case is
believed to be one of the
first in the nation where a
woman, without involvement
from physicians, has been
charged with performing an
abortion on herself.
The trial is expected to
last through Wednesday.
The jury of eight men and
six woman, two of whom are
alternates, were chosen
Monday in Warren Circuit
Court and were sequestered
overnight.
It took five hours for the
court and 'llefense and
prosecuting attorneys to pick
the 14 from a group of 40
prospective jurors. Each
was questioned about his or
her beliefs regarding
abortion and possible af-
filiation with pro-or anti-
abortion groups.
Circuit Judge J. David
Francis agreed to the in-
dividual questioning,„ a
practice he described as
virtually unprecedented in
his court, on a motion filed
at a pre-trial hearing last
Thursday by defense at-
torney Flora Stuart, a
county public defender.
The pale, red-haired
defendant, a native of
nearby Scottsville, Ky., sat
quietly 'through the
proceedings Monday,
whispering at times to her
attorneys and to her mother,
seated at her side.
Crying at the beginning of
the jury selection, the 22-
year-old Miss Pitchford
remained composed the rest
of the day, occasionally
glancing at some 50 spec-
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said the defense was pleased
with the jury selection.
"We're very happy with
the jury because Judge
Francis bent over backward
to be fair," Thonipson said
after court adjourned
Monday. "And we feel that
we have a good, fair Warren
County jury.
"You know, we could have
asked for a change of venue
in this case, but we had a
lot of faith in the people of
Warren County," he said.
Thompson . said he and
Miss Stuart would argue
temporary insanity as Miss
Pitchford's defense, adding
that psychiatric experts
would be among the 15 to 20
witnesses called by the
defense.
He also said the defense
would ask for a directed
verdict on several grounds
before presenting its case.
Miss Pitchford, a former
psychology major at
Western Kentucky Univer-
sity here, was indicted by a
grand jury June 14 - on
charges of manslaughter and
performing an illegal
abortion five days earlier, at
when she was allegedly 20 to
24 weeks pregnant.
Francis dropped the
manslaughter charge at an
Aug. 16 pre-trial hearing on
grounds that a fetus is not
legally a person.
At last Thursday's pre-
trial hearing, Francis
dismissed four defense
motions, two of which would
have quashed the indictment
on grounds that it is UJI-
coguitautional. Miss Stuart
has maintained the abortion
statute under which Miss
Pitchford is being
prosecuted was intended to
prevent quacks from per-
forming abortions.
But Lowe has argued that
the prosecutor's office
simply is upholding the law.
Agency Issues Warning
On Transmission Defects
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
one federal agency warns
millions of Ford owners
their vehicles may have
lethal transmission defects,
another agency is removing
sub-compact Ford Pintos
from a federal motor pool





a consumer advisory bulletin
advising about 9 million
owners of Ford cars and
light trucks they should shut
off their engines and make
sure the gear selector is
firmly in the park position
before they leave their
yehicles.
The agency said it is in-
vestigating complaints that
Ford automatic tran-
smissions on 1970 through
1978 models have slipped
from park into reverse. It
said it has reports of 777
accidents, 23 fatalities and
259 injuries allegedly caused
by this problem.
The investigation could
lead to a recall, which would
be the biggest in history.
"We are pursuing this
investigation on a priority
basisand plan to complete it






agency, says it is removing
the 300 Pintos from its
85,000-car interagency motor
bemuse of reports that
INP"' fuel tanks have caught fire0.1, • -Lit
201,4 tine in rear-end collisions. The
.1s+141 GSA did not mention such
111s4-46 incidents occurring in the
MO+ Ve
4094 4. government fleet.
se,s-e, While Ford already hasIN-14
sek.-vo announced a recall of 1.5
344.03008N million Pintos and 30,000
Mercury Bobcats to correct
the fuel tank problem, the
NHTSA is studying possible
recall of the 9 million Fords
manufactured between 1970
and 1978 to fix the faulty
transmissions. It would be
the largest recall in
automotive history.
  liar_ A Wilmot ive
Safety, a private monitoring
organization affiliated with
Ralph Nader, says 100 ac-
cidents and 12 deaths have
been caused by transmission
failures in practically all
Ford cars with 300-cubic-
inch engines or larger and
light trucks with engines of
350 cubic inches or more.
Ford has argued that the
accidenti might be caused
largely by driver
carelessness in putting the
shift lever ifito park. The
company says there are no
flaws in the transmissions.
While the NHTSA's 10-
month-old study is expected
to be completed next month,
agency officials said con-
sumers still should receive
today's warning.
"We keep getting com-
plaints," said Hal Parris, a
spokesman for the NHTSA.
"While the investigation is
continuing, we want to alert
people to the possibility that
it (the transmission
problem) can occur."
Parris had this advice for
Ford owners whose vehicles
were manufactured between
1970 and 1978 with C-6 or
FMX automatic tran-
smissions:
--Shut the engine off
tasialemiaaving the-vehiele.
—Make certain the gear
selector is in the park
position.
-- If possible, turn the
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